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THE FRICTION OF RAILWAY BRAKE SHOES, ITS VARIA-
TION WITH SPEED, SHOE PRESSURE, AND
WHEEL MATERIAL
I. INTRODUCTION
1. Previous Experiments.-Beginning with the famous Galton
tests* in 1878 and 1879, the friction of railway brake shoes has been
the subject of systematic investigation by various agencies. Previous
to these tests ideas on the subject had either grown out of railway
experience or were deduced from coefficient of friction determinations
made under conditions so different from those prevailing in railway
braking as to make such deductions unreliable.
In the intervening fifty years a great volume of additional in-
formation has been made available through experiments made by
the Master Car Builders' Association's Committee on Brake Shoe
Tests, by Purdue University and the University of Illinois individ-
ually, and also in cooperation with the Association of Manufacturers
of Chilled Car Wheels, by the American Brake Shoe and Foundry
Company, by the Pennsylvania Railroad, and also through experi-
ments conducted abroad.
These researches have not only established values of the coefficient
of shoe friction under various conditions, but they have also made it
clear that the coefficient varies with the speed of the rim of the car
wheel to which the shoe is applied; that it is modified by the pressure
with which the shoe is pressed against the wheel; that under extreme
conditions it may vary somewhat with the duration of application
of the shoe; and that it is different not only for various shoe materials,
but for different wheel materials as well.
Despite the scope and excellence of these investigations there
remained some uncertainties with respect to shoe friction and its
variations. The Master Car Builders Committee's tests, for example,
were undertaken at a time when a great variety of brake shoes was
offered to the railways, and the Committee's chief purpose was to
establish the values of coefficient of friction and the rate of wear of
these shoes in order to lay down specifications for the manufacture
and purchase of brake shoes. While in this process the Committee
*Experiments made by Captain Douglas Galton on the London, Brighton and South Coast
Railway and on the North Eastern Railway, and reported by him to the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers (of Great Britain) in three papers presented at meetings of the Institution held on June 13
and October 24, 1878 and April 24, 1879. In these experiments Captain Galton was greatly aided by
Mr. George Westinghouse, especially in the design and construction of suitable testing equipment.
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made tests on both steel and chilled wheels, their interest in the
influence of wheel material was secondary, and their tests on the
two sorts of wheels were seldom made with the same shoes nor at
comparable speeds and pressures. The tests, because of these dis-
similarities, while they indicated a difference in the friction on steel
and chilled wheels, did not establish the magnitude of this difference
under identical conditions. The results of earlier experiments give
evidence of the decrease of coefficient as speed and pressure increase;
but the rates of decrease derived from the various tests are not in
good agreement. These discordances are probably to be explained
by lack of adequate care in maintaining comparable test conditions,
especially as regards the maintenance of equality of fit of the shoe
on the wheel tread throughout the whole series of tests.
Such uncertainties as these were the chief reason for undertaking
the tests whose results are presented in this bulletin. The precau-
tions taken to ensure and to maintain strictly comparable test condi-
tions are set forth in the succeeding chapters, and are reflected in
the concordance among the test results.
2. Coefficient of Friction.-In this bulletin the test results are
presented and discussed in terms of coefficient of friction, as in all
previous experiments. They are also presented in terms of tangential
pull of the shoe upon the wheel. It may not be amiss to restate
here the meaning of coefficient of friction and its relation to brake
pressure and tangential pull.
If, as indicated in the accompanying diagram, a brake shoe be
pressed against a revolving wheel with a radial force or "brake shoe
pressure" P, the shoe, by its friction on the wheel tread, will tend
to grip the wheel and retard its rotation. This retarding force or
"tangential pull" of the shoe on the wheel (represented by T in the
diagram) is exerted at right angles to the shoe pressure and is always
less than this pressure. The sum of such retarding forces coming
from each wheel of a car constitutes the total retarding force to
which the car is subjected. The ratio that T bears to P is called the
coefficient of friction; that is, the coefficient of friction equals the
tangential pull divided by the shoe pressure (T + P).
In the usual conditions of railway braking this coefficient or
ratio varies from about 0.12 to about 0.35. It is ordinarily expressed
as a percentage of the shoe pressure, and for railway brake shoes we
may say that the coefficient of friction ranges from 12 per cent to
35 per cent. These values, and all others presented in this bulletin,
are developed when the wheel is actually in motion and the shoe is
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sliding over the wheel tread. At the moment just before the wheel
starts to turn or just after its rotation ceases the coefficient has a
much higher value. This is the so-called coefficient of "static fric-
tion"-the coefficient when the two contact surfaces are not moving
with respect to one another.
As is explained in Chapter II, the force actually measured during
the tests is the tangential pull, T. The recorded coefficients of
friction have all been derived by calculation-by dividing the meas-
ured tangential pull by the known brake shoe pressure. During the
first test listed in Table 7, for example, the average tangential pull
recorded by the testing machine was 608.9 lb. and the shoe pressure
was 2250 lb.; the average coefficient of friction was therefore 608.9 +
2250 = 0.2706, or 27.06 per cent.
3. Purpose and General Program of Tests.-The purpose of this
investigation was to determine, for two kinds of brake shoes, the
values of the coefficient of friction over the usual range in shoe pres-
sure and wheel speed,* and on both chilled iron and steel wheels.
Three kinds of tests were made during this research. The first
were "stop tests" which simulate the conditions under which a train
is brought to rest, and in which the wheel speed gradually decreases
until the wheel stops. Nearly all the friction data produced in pre-
vious investigations have been derived from this kind of experiment.
The results of 845 such stops are here included.
The second kind of test is designated in this bulletin as a "constant
speed test." In these the speed of the wheel was held constant at
some chosen value and the shoe was alternately applied and released
until, in general, ten applications had been made, the duration of
each application being 190 revolutions of the wheel. This procedure
is the same as that specified by the American Railway Association
for tests of brake shoe wear. In the whole research 202 such tests
were included, covering more than 2000 shoe applications. Such
*Throughout the bulletin the term speed denotes the speed of a point on the wheel tread, and is
expressed in miles per hour. This is, of course, identical with the car speed. A 33-inch wheel has a
circumference of 8.64 feet; and in one revolution any point on its rim moves 8.64 feet, while the car
travels this same amount.
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tests simulate roughly the conditions which prevail in bringing a
train down a long grade.
In the third kind of test, which is a modification of the second,
the wheel was kept moving at constant speed and the shoe was con-
tinuously applied to it for fifteen minutes. Twenty-eight such tests
were made.
The two kinds of brake shoes used were the "Diamond S" shoe,
used principally on passenger cars, and "Special Chilled" shoes,
which are of plain cast iron with chilled ends, and which are repre-
sentative of many of the shoes used in freight service. Four wheels
were used during the tests: Two steel wheels, one new and the other
partly worn; and two chilled iron wheels, one new and the other
partly worn.
The program and test procedure here briefly summarized are
explained at length in the succeeding chapters. Obviously the results
obtained under such a program permit conclusions to be drawn with
respect to the magnitude of the values of coefficient of friction for
each kind of shoe, and with respect to the influence upon the
coefficient of
(a) Speed
(b) Shoe pressure
(c) Shoe material
(d) Wheel material
(e) Duration of application of the shoe.
4. Test Results.-The results of the tests are discussed in detail
in Chapters V, VI, and VII, and they are summarized in Chapter
VIII. It is impracticable to summarize them further in any specific
manner. It may, however, be of interest to state here the general
tenor of the main conclusions.
Like previous investigations, these tests show for both shoes and
on all wheels a definite and regular decrease in the coefficient of shoe
friction as the speed increases; and they likewise show, in general,
a decrease in coefficient as the shoe pressure increases.
In a great majority of both the stop tests and the constant speed
tests the Diamond S shoe gave a greater coefficient of friction than
the plain shoe.
In the stop tests, with exceptions so infrequent as to be negligible,
the coefficient produced by either kind of shoe on chilled wheels was
greater than that produced on steel wheels, under identical condi-
tions of speed and pressure. In the constant speed tests this was
true without exception.
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II. TESTING EQUIPMENT
6. Brake Shoe Testing Machine.-The machine upon which the
tests were made is in all essential features of its design the same as
the original brake shoe testing machine* made for the Master Car
*This machine is illustrated and described in the Proceedings of the Master Car Builders' Asso-
ciation, Vol. 28, 1894, pages 154-161.
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FIG. 1. BRAKE SHOE TESTING MACHINE
Builders' Association, and used by its Committee on Brake Shoe
Tests for the work referred to in Chapter I.
The general design of the machine is shown in Fig. 1. It consists
essentially of a car wheel keyed to a main shaft which carries also a
heavy flywheel. This system may be rotated at any desired speed
by means of a steam engine which drives the shaft through a pulley
and a clutch. The shaft, flywheel and car wheel constitute a revolv-
ing unit whose kinetic energy, at any given rim speed of the wheel,
is equal to one-eighth of the kinetic energy of a car of 100 000 pounds
gross weight moving at this same speed. It follows that the work
done by a brake shoe applied to the car wheel of the machine, in
bringing the revolving parts to rest, must be the same as the work
performed in service on one of the wheels of an eight-wheeled car
of this weight, when brought to rest from a like speed.
The shoe to be tested is held in a brake shoe head of special design
and is suspended above the wheel from one of a pair of levers by
means of which the shoe may be applied to the wheel with any desired
pressure up to a maximum of 18 000 pounds. This pressure is pro-
duced by weights hung at one end of the lower lever, as shown in
Fig. 1. The tangential pull of the shoe which develops when it is
thus applied to the rotating wheel is transmitted by a horizontal
yoke to the dynamometer shown at the left side of Fig. 1. This
dynamometer makes a continuous graphical record of the pull.
In making a stop test from a speed of, say, 40 m.p.h., the rotating
element of the machine is brought up to a speed slightly greater than
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FIG. 2. DYNAMOMETER RECORD OF STOP TEST
40 m.p.h., the clutch is disengaged and the rotating parts are allowed
to run free until the wheel speed falls to the desired 40 miles; at this
instant the shoe is applied. In a constant speed test the clutch
remains engaged and the revolving wheel is constantly driven at
the desired speed against the frictional resistance of the applied shoe.
7. Dynamometer.-The dynamometer, of the flat-spring type, was
designed and built for this machine by the William Sellers Company.
The magnified spring deflection is transmitted to a small carriage in
which is mounted a pen whose deviation from a base line is propor-
tional to the tangential pull transmitted from the shoe to the dyna-
mometer. This pen draws its pull record on a moving chart whose
travel is proportional to the travel of the wheel rim; and the area
under the pull curve is consequently proportional to the work done
by the brake shoe on the car wheel. An electrically-controlled pen
connected to a contacting clock draws a supplementary record of
time on the chart. A specially designed area-integrating device,
operating another electrically-controlled pen, draws on the chart a
record which defines the increments of the area included between
the pull curve and its base line. This area record facilitates the
determination of the average tangential pull.
Figure 2 is the reproduction of a typical record obtained during a
"stop test." It is the record for Test No. 3266, in which, using one
of the Special Chilled shoes on the used steel wheel, a stop was made
from an initial speed of 20 m.p.h. with a shoe pressure of 3750 pounds.
Figure 3 is a partial reproduction of the record made during the
second shoe application in "constant speed test" No. 3208. This.
test was made with a Diamond S shoe on the used chilled wheel at a,
shoe pressure of 1500 pounds, the wheel being constantly driven at
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FIG. 3. DYNAMOMETER RECORD OF CONSTANT SPEED TEST
40 m.p.h. In this figure sections A, B and C represent the records
obtained during about twenty revolutions of the wheel at the begin-
ning, the middle and the end of the test, respectively; the inter-
mediate portions of the record are eliminated in order to shorten the
reproduction. In both figures vertical distances represent the tan-
gential pull of the shoe; and horizontal distances are proportional to
the distance traversed by a point on the wheel rim.
In order to obtain a liberal deflection of the pen which records
the tangential pull, a light spring was used in the dynamometer during
all tests except those stop tests which were made at pressures above
3000 pounds. These required a heavy spring. With the lighter
spring in use, one inch of pen deflection corresponds to about 325
pounds pull on the dynamometer; while, with the heavier spring,
one inch corresponds to about 1000 pounds. The dynamometer was
calibrated at the beginning and at the end of the investigation, and
before and after each change in the springs-ten times in all.
III. BRAKE SHOES AND TEST WHEELS
8. Brake Shoes Used in Tests.-In anticipation of the tests, 12
"Diamond S" brake shoes and 12 "Special Chilled" shoes were ob-
tained from the American Brake Shoe and Foundry Company.
These were all shoes of standard manufacture such as are regularly
furnished by this company for railway service. In order, however,
to ensure the greatest attainable uniformity of frictional quality all
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24 shoes had been cast from the same heat; and they had, moreover,
been cast in pairs-one Diamond S and one Special Chilled shoe in
the same mold, the ends of both shoes being chilled alike. The
bodies of all the shoes are composed therefore of the same kind of
cast iron, which had been subjected to the same treatment. The
two kinds differ only in that in the Diamond S shoe mild steel plates
are embedded within the cast-iron body. These plates are slotted
and expanded to form a mesh with diamond-shaped openings; and
they are placed in the mold before the shoe is cast. Both types of
shoe had reinforced steel backs.
The great majority of passenger train cars on American railroads
are equipped with Diamond S shoes; and they are used to a consid-
erable extent on freight cars also. The Special Chilled shoe is used
chiefly on freight cars and is fairly typical of the plain chilled cast-iron
shoes which preponderate in freight service.
Upon arrival at the laboratory the Diamond S shoes were num-
bered 1 to 12 and the others, 21 to 32 inclusive. About one-eighth
of an inch of material was at once ground from the face of each
shoe to remove surface hardness.
Only four shoes of each kind were finally chosen for use in the
investigation, the others being set aside to provide for breakage or
possible extensions of the test program. Of the eight shoes selected
one of each kind was assigned to each of the four wheels tested,
fitted to that wheel, and constantly used with it for all tests. As
will later appear, the validity of the test procedure depends upon
the substantial equality of the frictional properties of the four shoes
of each type thus chosen for the investigation. As is explained in
detail in the Appendix, the initial choice was made on the basis of
preliminary coefficient of friction determinations, and it was subse-
quently checked by similar determinations made during the investi-
gation. Six shoes of each kind were tested for this purpose and the
four most nearly alike in frictional quality were selected for use.
The shoes thus chosen and used in the investigation were Diamond S
shoes Nos. 2, 3, 6, and 7; and Special Chilled shoes Nos. 26, 28, 30,
and 31.
To provide an additional indication of shoe quality and uni-
formity, these eight shoes, after the removal of the surface material,
were tested for hardness before the main tests were begun;* and in
order to reveal any possible variation in quality as the shoe material
*Actually all 24 shoes were thus tested for hardness before beginning the tests. For the 12
Diamond S shoes the average Brinell hardness varied from a minimum of 331 to a maximum of 350,
with a general average value of 342. Among the 12 Special Chilled shoes the hardness ranged from 320
to 344, with a general average value of 334.
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TABLE 1
BRINELL HARDNESS, THICKNESS, AND WEIGHT OF SHOES BEFORE AND AFTER TESTS
Average Brinell Hardness of Shoe Average
Weight Thickness
lb. in.
Shoe Before Tests After TestsType of Shoe No.
Chilled Entire Chilled Entire Before After Before After
End Body Shoe End Body Shoe Tests Tests Tests Tests
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Diamond S....... 2 474 267 350 419 227 304 17.42 14.81 1.242 1.027
3 477 241 335 374 251 300 17.63 13.10 1.266 0.898
6 484 250 343 402 233 301 17.94 14.69 1.297 1.031
7 482 253 345 446 251 329 17.07 12.45 1.219 0.844
Special Chilled.... 26 472 246 336 389 243 302 17.62 13.73 1 .266 0.953
28 466 253 338 422 265 328 17.28 11.54 1.219 0.770
30 476 253 342 409 242 308 17.40 14.08 1 242 1.004
31 477 234 331 385 227 290 17.40 11.58 1.234 0.777
wore away, hardness tests were again made upon the conclusion of
the investigation. All these determinations of hardness were made,
at seven points on the contact face of each shoe, by means of a
Brinell machine. The results are given in Table 1. The values shown
in columns 3 and 6 of this table are the averages of four determina-
tions-two near each end of the shoe in the chilled material. The
values in columns 4 and 7 are averages of three determinations made
on the longitudinal center line of the shoe face-one at the middle
of the length and one 212 inches each way therefrom. For each
shoe all seven hardness determinations are combined to form the
average values* for the entire shoe shown in columns 5 and 8.
Each of the eight test shoes was weighed after being made ready
for the main tests, and again upon their conclusion. These weights
appear in columns 9 and 10 of Table 1.
Table 1 also presents the average thickness of each test shoe,
measured before and after the tests on each side of the shoe at points
about one and one-half inches from the ends. The averages of these
four measurements are given in columns 11 and 12. For all shoes
the length of the contact face was about 12.2 inches and its area
substantially 40.9 square inches.
A photograph of both kinds of shoes before and after the investi-
gation is reproduced in Fig. 4. The first shoe, shown at the left, is
one of the Diamond S shoes after it had been fitted to its wheel,
but before it had been used for the tests. The next is a Diamond S
*In finding this average, in order to give due weight to the relative areas of chilled and unchilled
.surfaces, the end hardness values were first reduced to two averages and these averages were then
-combined with the three hardness values for the center of the shoe.
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FIG. 4. SHOES BEFORE AND AFTER TESTS
shoe in the condition in which it was left at the conclusion of the
tests. The outlines of the diamond-shaped openings in the embedded
steel mesh may be distinguished on these two shoes at various points
in the photograph. The third and fourth are Special Chilled shoes
before and after the tests, respectively. On all four shoes the im-
pression made by the chilling blocks may be noted near the ends;
and the tips also show the smoother surfaces produced in the chilled
material.
9. Car Wheels Used in Tests.-Eight wheels were secured for the
tests to provide for the program originally contemplated. The final
program, however, required the use of only the four wheels which are
described below-two wrought steel wheels and two chilled iron
wheels. Of each kind of wheel, one was new and the other had been
partially worn in service.
The two wrought steel wheels are designated throughout this
report as wheel E and wheel F. Both are multiple-wear rolled steel
wheels, and were chosen by a representative of the University from
the wheel stock of a western railroad. Wheel E was a new wheel
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FIG. 5. NEW CHILLED WHEEL A
FIG. 6. USED CHILLED WHEEL C
taken at random from a group of about twenty new wheels; it had
been made during July, 1930. The other steel wheel, F, had been
made during October, 1927, and had been in service on a locomotive
tender which weighed 106 000 lb., empty, and 233 000 lb., loaded.
It had been removed from service for reasons related solely to the
condition of its mate. Both of these wheels were of American Rail-
way Association Standard design, 33 inches in diameter, for use on
6 in. x 11 in. axles; and they had been made under the same specifi-
cations. The treads of both wheels were in all respects in good con-
dition, and they were chosen on that basis.
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FIG. 7. NEW STEEL WHEEL E
FIG. 8. USED STEEL WHEEL F
The two chilled iron wheels* used in the tests are designated as
wheel A and wheel C. They were manufactured by the Griffin Wheel
Company at one of its Chicago plants, and were there chosen for the
tests by representatives of the Association of Manufacturers of
Chilled Car Wheels. Both are American Railway Association Stand-
ard 750-pound, 33-inch, single plate wheels. Wheel A was new and
had been cast on February 21, 1931. Wheel C had been cast on
*Bulletin No. 129 of the Engineering Experiment Station of the University of Illinois contains,
on page 75, a brief history of the chilled car wheel, and information about its manufacture and char-
acteristics.
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New C/z//eo' Whee/ A
eJsed C/z'//ed 14/hee! C
---------
New Stee/ Whee/ £
6'5ead Sfee/ W/hee/ F-
FIG. 9. CONTOURS OF WHEEL TREADS
April 19, 1927, and had been in service; its tread was in good condi-
tion-free from "shell-outs," slid flat spots, brake burns, or other
defects.
Photographs of the two chilled iron wheels are reproduced in
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6; and of the two rolled steel wheels, in Fig. 7 and
Fig. 8. The small holes shown in the wheel plates in these figures
were drilled at the laboratory merely to facilitate handling the wheels.
The dimensions and weights of all wheels are given in Table 2.
After they arrived at the laboratory, plaster casts were taken of
the tread contours of all four wheels. The contours thus defined are
shown by the full-line outlines drawn in Fig. 9, which show the con-
tours of all the wheels as they were received and tested. The tread
contours of both new wheels conformed to the respective contours
for new chilled and new steel wheels specified by the A.R.A. The
broken line shown for used wheel C in this figure is the A.R.A. stand-
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TABLE 2
DESIGNATION, WEIGHT, TAPE SIZE, AND HARDNESS OF TEST WHEELS
Kind Desig-Knd nation
1 2
Chilled Iron ...... A
C
Steel............. E
F
New Weight
or lb.
Used
3 4
New 730.4
Used 723.3
New 773.0
Used 691.0
Shore Scleroscope Hardness
~oer
5
155
150
162
138
ft.
6
8.62
8.56
8.69
8.44
Before Tests
Max. Min. Av.
7 8 9
66 56 61.4
75 68 71.6
44 31 36.8
53 45 48.8
After Tests
Max. Min. Av.
10 11 12
62 55 58.8
64 56 60.3
43 32 37.3
42 35 39.0
TABLE 3
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF TEST WHEELS
Wheel Designation Total Carbon Manganese Phosphorus Sulphur Silicon
New Chilled Iron Wheel A........ 3.45* 0.58 0.33 0.136 0.57
Used Chilled Iron Wheel C....... 3.40t 0.55 0.30 0.128 0.57
New Steel Wheel E .............. 0.73 0.83 0.022 0.038 0.19
Used Steel Wheel F............. 0.79 0.72 0.028 0.023 0.20
*Combined Carbon, 0.86. tCombined Carbon, 0.81.
ard contour for new chilled wheels. The broken line imposed upon
the actual contour for used steel wheel F is the A.R.A. standard for
new steel wheels.
All four wheels were tested for tread hardness before and after
the investigation. On both occasions and on each wheel the hard-
ness was determined at twenty spots on the tread. Four lines parallel
to the wheel axle were marked on the tread, 90 degrees apart; and,
by means of a Shore scleroscope, hardness was measured at five spots
along these lines. The averages of these twenty measurements are
presented in columns 9 and 12 of Table 2. The maximum and
minimum values among these measurements are also given in the
table.
The chemical composition of the four wheels is shown in Table 3.
The chemical analyses there given are the heat analyses made at the
time the wheels were rolled or cast.
IV. TEST PROGRAM AND PROCEDURE
10. Purposes of Tests, and General Program.-As has already been
implied, the purpose of the investigation was to determine the coeffi-
ap
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cient of friction of Diamond S and Special Chilled brake shoes under
such a variety of pressures and speeds, and on such a variety of
wheels, as to enable reliable conclusions to be drawn with respect to
the influence upon brake friction of shoe composition and structure,
shoe pressure, wheel speed, and wheel material; and, furthermore,
so to vary the duration of the shoe applications as to simulate, at
least roughly, the wide differences of application in service, in order
to be able to draw conclusions as to the effect of the duration of the
shoe contact upon the coefficient of friction.
To serve these purposes the two kinds of shoes were subjected to
three kinds of tests on four different wheels, through a wide range of
pressures and wheel speeds. The speeds and pressures, and their
combinations, were so chosen as to represent the usual range of those
quantities in freight train service. The program of the tests to which
the shoes were actually subjected is shown in Tables 4, 5 and 6.
The "Stop Tests," as indicated in Table 4, were run with both
kinds of shoes on all four test wheels at pressures ranging between
2250 and 4500 pounds, and at initial speeds varying from 20 to 60
miles per hour.
The "Constant Speed Tests" (Table 5) were also run with both
kinds of shoes on all four wheels, at pressures from 500 to 4000
pounds, and at speeds of 20, 30, and 40 miles per hour. The actual
combinations of pressure and speed are shown in Table 5.
The "Fifteen-Minute Constant Speed Tests," as shown in Table
6, were run with both kinds of shoes, but on only the used wheels-
chilled wheel C and steel wheel F. The pressures used in this series
were 1500, 2000, and 2500 pounds, and the speeds, 20, 30, and 40
miles per hour-combined as shown in the table.
The method of conducting each of the three kinds of tests is
explained in the following pages.
11. General Preliminary Test Procedure.-After calibrating the
dynamometer of the testing machine, the wheel to be used was
mounted on the machine shaft, and there immediately ground to a
true circle. The necessity for this arises from the fact that even a
minute eccentricity of mounting or lack of roundness of the wheel
causes the brake shoe to rise and fall a corresponding amount as the
wheel revolves; and this rise and fall at the shoe is communicated
to the weights hung at the end of the lever system by means of which
pressure is applied to the shoe. The motion so transmitted is magni-
fied by the levers 24 times, giving the weights enough motion to
cause them to jump from the supporting pan. Such motion of the
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TABLE 4
PROGRAM OF STOP TESTS
Showing combinations of shoe pressure and wheel speed, at which tests were made
with both Diamond S and Special Chilled Shoes on two Chilled Iron Wheels
and two Steel Wheels.
Brake Shoe
Pressures Wheel Rim Speeds
lb. m.p.h.
2260 20 30 40 50 60
3000 20 30 40 50 60
3750 20 30 40 50 60
4500 20 30 40 50 60
TABLE 5
PROGRAM OF CONSTANT SPEED TESTS
Showing combinations of shoe pressure and wheel speed, at which tests were made
with both Diamond S and Special Chilled Shoes on two Chilled Iron Wheels
and two Steel Wheels.
Brake Shoe F
lb.
500
1000
1500
2000
2500
4000
TABLE 6
PROGRAM OF FIFTEEN-MINUTE CONSTANT SPEED TESTS
Showing combinations of shoe pressure and wheel speed, at which tests were made
with both Diamond S and Special Chilled Shoes on Used Chilled Iron Wheel C
and Used Steel Wheel F.
weights alternately decreases and increases the shoe pressure, thereby
impairing the accuracy and smoothness of the pull record. In thus
grinding the wheel, care was taken to maintain its contour and to
remove only the minimum of material. In no instance was it neces-
sary to grind off as much as 1/64 of an inch.
The shoe to be used with the test wheel was next ground to an
approximate fit on the wheel, by means of a special grinding machine.
It was then mounted in the brake shoe head of the machine, applied
under pressure to the revolving wheel, and thus worn down to a good
fit on the tread-without the use of any abrasive. At intervals dur-
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ing this wearing-in process the shoe was cooled by means of a blower,
in order to avoid the warping and cracking which might result from
overheating it. Constant care was exercised during the tests to
maintain a good shoe fit.
As has been intimated in the Introduction, there is ground for
assuming that certain discordances among the results of previous
brake shoe tests had arisen from shifting the test shoes from one wheel
to another without taking adequate care to maintain equally good
shoe fits on all wheels. In order to guard against this difficulty it
was decided early in this investigation to assign to each test wheel
one shoe of each of the two kinds, and to use those shoes and the
wheel together for all tests. This decision was reinforced by the
fact that had one shoe been used on all the wheels it doubtless would
have worn out before the completion of the tests, and a shoe of
equivalent frictional quality would then have had to be chosen by
some such procedure as that explained in the following paragraphs.
Obviously, under this procedure, comparisons finally drawn be-
tween the results obtained from the two kinds of shoes and from the
various wheels will be valid only in so far as the frictional qualities
of all four test shoes of each kind are substantially the same. To
ensure this equality unusual precautions were taken in the manufac-
ture of the shoes; but chief reliance in securing shoes of like quality
was placed in preliminary stop tests in which six shoes of each kind
were tested to define their coefficients of friction. By comparison
of these preliminary test results, the four shoes of each kind which
had coefficients of friction most nearly alike were chosen for the final
tests. Among the Diamond S shoes, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7 were
given this preliminary examination; and shoes Nos. 2, 3, 6, and 7,
which proved to be most nearly alike, were chosen for the main tests.
Similarly from the six Special Chilled shoes thus examined, Nos. 26,
28, 30, and 31 were selected, and Nos. 25 and 32 were rejected.
The Appendix presents in detail not only the results of these
preliminary stop tests, but also the results of other tests made to
check the equality of the chosen test shoes during the progress of
the work. It is deemed sufficient therefore to say at this point that
these stop tests were made at two combinations of speed and pressure;
namely, 30 m.p.h. and 2250 lb., and 60 m.p.h. and 3750 lb. Under
the first combination the four Diamond S shoes selected for the main
tests gave an average coefficient of friction of 25.0 per cent, a mini-
mum of 24.8 per cent, and a maximum of 25.3 per cent. Under this
combination, therefore, the lowest coefficient deviates 0.8 per cent
from the mean coefficient, while the highest coefficient deviates 1.2
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per cent. Under the second combination of speed and pressure the
corresponding deviations from the mean value were, respectively,
2.9 and 1.2 per cent. Among the four selected Special Chilled shoes
the corresponding deviations from the mean were 1.6 and 1.2 per cent
for the first combination of speed and pressure, and 2.0 and 2.0 per
cent for the second.
These variations among the coefficients of friction of the chosen
test shoes are no greater than those which frequently occur among
test values derived from the same shoe under identical test conditions.
In other words, these variations in quality among the chosen shoes
are no greater than the variations which are inherent in the testing
process, and which develop in spite of all precautions-due probably
to uncontrollable variations in shoe contact area and to changes in
the contact surfaces. If this view be accepted, the plan of assigning
to each wheel a shoe chosen as here explained and continuing to use
that shoe with that wheel and no other is justified.
Each of the four test wheels, under this plan, had assigned to it
one Diamond S shoe and one Special Chilled shoe; the shoes, in
numerical order, being assigned to the wheels in alphabetical order.
This purely arbitrary mating of wheels and shoes was as follows:
Special
Diamond S Chilled
Shoes Shoes
Nos. Nos.
New Chilled Iron Wheel A....................... 2 26
Used Chilled Iron Wheel C ...................... 3 28
New Steel W heel E ................ ............. 6 30
Used Steel Wheel F ............................. 7 31
12. Method of Conducting Stop Tests.-In this kind of test the
shoe, it will be recalled, is applied to the free rotating unit of the
testing machine, at some desired initial speed, and brings this unit
to rest by its action on the car wheel.
In carrying out such a test, the shoe having been fitted to the
wheel and the weights on the lever system adjusted to produce the
desired shoe pressure, the test wheel was brought up to a speed a
little higher than the desired initial test speed. The clutch between
the engine and main shaft of the machine was then disengaged, and
the shaft-flywheel-carwheel unit allowed to coast down to the desired
test speed. The shoe at that moment was applied to the wheel and,
by its friction, destroyed the energy of the revolving parts of the
machine, which came to rest after an interval which differed, of
course, with different initial speeds and different shoe pressures.
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A typical record of the tangential pull made under these circum-
stances by the recording mechanism of the test machine has already
been presented in Fig. 2.
In the early operation of this machine, as well as in the other
brake shoe testing machines, the shoe was applied by releasing a
latch which supported the lower lever, allowing the weights to at
once exert their full effect, and bringing the shoe into sudden contact
with the wheel at full pressure. Under this sort of application the
shoe frequently chattered on the wheel, failed at first to seat itself
properly, and gave a very irregular and variable pull record in the
early part of the application, the irregularities occasionally continu-
ing far into the body of the record. To avoid this difficulty in these
tests the weights of the machine were supported by the piston of a
cylinder containing compressed air which, in applying the shoe, was
gradually bled off by an electrically operated valve. By this means
the shoe pressure was built up gradually and the shock and irregu-
larities referred to were avoided. The time required thus to build
up full shoe pressure varied from about one to about two seconds,
depending upon the magnitude of the pressure. In Fig. 2 that part
of the record produced while this process was going on is distinguished
in the figure by the cross-hatching. This area was ignored in calcu-
lating the average tangential pull; and the coefficient of friction values
for all stop tests apply therefore to only the remainder of the record-
from the time full shoe pressure was attained until the wheel came
to rest.
Five such stops constitute what is designated throughout this
bulletin as one stop test, the applications being thus repeated in order
to secure a more reliable average value. In the tables the value of
the coefficient of friction presented for any given set of conditions is
consequently the average value obtained from five such shoe appli-
cations; and the 169 stop tests included in the report are derived
from 845 such "stops" as have just been described.
In the stop tests at initial speeds of 20 and 30 miles per hour, the
five stops were made one after the other without any intermediate
cooling of the shoe or the wheel. In those from initial speeds of 40
and 50 m.p.h. the shoe and the wheel, between the third and fourth
stop, were cooled, by means of an air blast, to about the temperature
of the air in the laboratory; and in the tests at 60 m.p.h. shoe and
wheel were thus cooled between the second and third stops, and again
between the fourth and the fifth. No work was done on either the
shoe or the wheel between the individual stops of these tests.
After the first few tests of the series all tests on any given shoe
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were made without removing the shoe from the brake head of the
machine, in order to avoid the possibility of disturbing its seat and
fit on the wheel. These stop tests were run, in general, in the order
in which they are listed in Table 4-starting with the lowest pressure
and the lowest speed, maintaining this pressure and increasing the
speed to the end of the speed range, and then proceeding to tests at
the next higher pressure.
The chart drum of the recording mechanism is geared from the
main shaft of the testing machine to travel at a surface speed pro-
portional to the travel of a point on the tread of the test wheel.
Barring slippage of the paper, the drum speed and paper travel are
the same. Since the paper travel defines the chart length, which in
turn enters into the calculation of the mean pull and the coefficient
of friction, its accuracy was checked by a supplementary record of
wheel revolutions, taken from a revolution counter which was geared
to the test wheel. This counter started automatically when the shoe
was applied and stopped when the wheel came to rest.
The testing machine, as has been stated, is equipped with a spe-
cially designed integrating device* which makes a mark on the pull
chart for each 0.6 square inches of area accumulated under the curve
of tangential pull. In both the stop tests and the constant speed
tests the mean tangential pull was found by measuring this area and
dividing by its length. In general the chart area was measured by
means of a Coradi rolling planimeter; but the measurement was
checked by comparison with the record produced by the automatic
integrator.
13. Method of Conducting Constant Speed Tests.-As their name
implies, the constant speed tests were made with the test wheel kept
running at uniform speed, the engine remaining coupled to the re-
volving unit of the machine and driving the wheel against the
frictional pull of the applied test shoe.
In these tests, the shoe and the car wheel having been prepared
and mounted as explained in Section 11, the machine was brought
up to the desired speed and the shoe was applied at the chosen pres-
sure. With the wheel speed kept constant by manipulation of the
engine throttle, the shoe was held in contact with the wheel through-
out 190 wheel revolutions; it was then released, while the wheel was
kept running at the same speed for 610 revolutions. The shoe was
then immediately reapplied to the wheel for another 190 revolutions;
and these alternate applications and releases were continued until
*This integrator is described on page 15 of Bulletin No. 135 of the Engineering Experiment
Station of the University of Illinois.
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ten such applications had been made. These ten applications, with
the intervening release periods, constitute what is designated in the
report as one constant speed test. Figure 3 is a reproduction of the
two end portions and the middle of the record produced during one
of these tests.
The cycle of 190 revolutions with the shoe applied followed by
610 with it released is the same as that prescribed by the American
Railway Association for making wear tests of brake shoes on chilled
iron wheels. It is intended to simulate the conditions which prevail
in braking a train on a long down grade, where the shoes are fre-
quently applied, but have to be periodically released in order to
control the speed of the train without depleting the air reserve. In
the tests the only cooling effect was that obtained by the action of
the surrounding air on the shoe and the revolving wheel during the
release periods. The air blast referred to in Section 12 was not used.
The application and release according to this cycle were auto-
matically obtained by means of the air cylinder which lowers and
raises the lower lever of the testing machine. The electro-pneumatic
valve operating this cylinder was connected to a revolving commu-
tator so proportioned and so geared to the machine shaft as to hold
the valve open during 190 revolutions of the test wheel, thus applying
the shoe, and then to close the valve for 610 revolutions, lifting the
lever and releasing the shoe.
The speed of the wheel was controlled by observing a speedometer
and manipulating the engine throttle. In order to provide a means of
determining the uniformity of the speed, a time record, which appears
in Fig. 3, was drawn on the pull chart by an electrically-operated pen
actuated by a contacting chronometer. The speed variations proved
to be generally less than one-half mile per hour, either above or below
the desired speed.
In calculating the values of coefficient for each of the ten appli-
cations, the initial portion of the record-made while the shoe pres-
sure was building up-was ignored, as was likewise the end of the
record, produced during the gradual reduction in pressure preceding
the final release. These portions are represented in Fig. 3 by the
cross-hatched areas.
The area determinations, as in the stop tests, were generally made
by means of a rolling planimeter, although in a few cases they were
found by measuring the chart heights. They were all checked by
comparison with the record made by the integrator. The paper
travel was checked by revolution counter readings, as in the stop
tests.
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The bulletin presents the results of 202 constant speed tests.
They entailed the making of more than 2000 such shoe applications
as have been here described.
14. Method of Conducting Fifteen-Minute Constant Speed Tests.-
These tests, run at the end of the investigation, were made to deter-
mine the values of the coefficients of friction under long-continued
application of the shoes without any opportunity to cool. They were
made in the same way as the constant speed tests, except that the
shoe was given only one application to the wheel under any combina-
tion of pressure and speed, and that the shoe was kept in continuous
contact with the wheel for fifteen minutes-no attempt being made
to cool either the shoe or the wheel. They were run only on the two
used wheels.
A record of pull was made for the entire test period. This record
resembles the pull record of the constant speed test shown in Fig. 3,
differing chiefly in that it is much longer. Because of its great length
the area of the chart was not planimetered to find the mean pull.
Instead, the height of the record was measured at intervals of six
inches throughout the length of the chart; and these measurements
were averaged to find the mean pull and the coefficient of friction.
This six-inch interval corresponds to about 45 revolutions of the
test wheel. In such respects as maintaining and checking the wheel
speed and checking the chart travel the procedure and precautions
were like those used for the constant speed tests.
Twenty-eight of these fifteen-minute tests were made-seven
applications at various combinations of pressure and speed, with
two shoes of each kind, on each of two wheels.
15. General Treatment of Wheels and Shoes During Progress of
Tests.-Throughout the entire investigation no attempt was made
to clean the wheels nor to modify in any way the character of the
wheel tread surface produced by the normal shoe action. Some of
the shoes, under heavy pressure, warped on account of the heat
developed and, when again cool, failed to fit the wheel-touching it
only at the ends of the shoe. In extreme cases the space between
the center of the shoe and the wheel tread amounted to as much as
1/32 of an inch. Such shoes, before being used again for a regular
test, were given several short applications to the moving wheel in
order to restore their fit. The temperature of the shoe and the wheel
at the beginning of each test was about the same as the general
laboratory temperature.
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V. RESULTS OF STOP TESTS
The results of the first of the three series of tests-the "stop
tests"-are presented and discussed in this chapter. In these tests,
it will be recalled, the wheel and other rotating parts of the testing
machine having first been set in motion and released from the engine,
the wheel was allowed to drift down to the desired speed and the
brake shoe then applied-gradually bringing the wheel to rest. Five
such applications constitute what is here designated as one test.
According to the program shown in Table 4 on page 23, these tests
were made with both kinds of shoes on all four wheels, each kind
being tested on each wheel under four pressures, and, under each
pressure, at five speeds.
16. Tabular Summary of Results.-All the results of this series of
tests are summarized in Table 7, which presents the average values of
stopping distance, tangential pull, and coefficient of friction for 169
tests, or 845 "stops." This, because of a few repetitions, is 9 more
tests than the number entailed by the program. Such a repetition is
illustrated, in the second and third lines of the table, by tests Nos.
3155 and 3167 which were both run with a Diamond S shoe on chilled
wheel C under identical combinations of pressure and speed.* These
169 tests comprise
45 tests on the chilled wheels with Diamond S shoes
43 tests on the steel wheels with Diamond S shoes
41 tests on the chilled wheels with Special Chilled shoes
40 tests on the steel wheels with Special Chilled shoes.
The general uniformity among the results of the five stops which
constitute a test is illustrated by the following tabulations, which
TEST NO. 3172
Coefficient of Friction-per
cent................
Deviation from the Average
Coefficient for the
Test-per cent .......
TEST NO. 3232
Coefficient of Friction-per
cent....... ........ .
Deviation from the Average
Coefficient for the
Test-per cent .......
First
Stop
16.80
+2.19
23.69
-0.08
Second
Stop
16.53
+0.55
23.87
Third
Stop
16.36
-0.49
23.93
+0.67 +0.93
Fourth
Stop
16.36
-0.49
23.16
-2.32
Average
Coefficient
for Test
16.44
23.71
Fifth
Stop
16.13
-1.89
23.91
+0.84
*In combining the results of these nine pairs of duplicate tests with those of the corresponding
test on the other wheel of like kind, their results were averaged before finding the average for the two
wheels. For example, the coefficients resulting from the two tests cited are respectively 26.46 and
30.52; and the average coefficient on wheel C is taken as the average of these two values, namely,
28.49. This, when averaged with the coefficient for wheel A (27.06), gives the average 27.78 for the
two wheels which is shown in Table 7.
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show for two of the stop tests the values of the coefficient of friction
produced in the individual stops; and also their percentage deviation
from the average value, which is the coefficient for the test itself.
Both tests were made with a Special Chilled shoe on the used chilled
wheel; test No. 3172, under 2250 pounds shoe pressure at 60 miles
per hour, and No. 3232 under 4500 pounds pressure at 20 miles per
hour. The uniformity exhibited in these two tests is fairly typical
of that for all tests of the series.
The test results are grouped in Table 7 primarily with respect to
the four shoe pressures-2250, 3000, 3750, and 4500 pounds. In the
two left-hand vertical divisions of the table are presented the results
obtained with Diamond S shoes-first on the chilled wheels, and next
on the steel wheels. The results obtained with Special Chilled shoes,
similarly arranged, appear in the two right-hand vertical divisions.
For each of the five speeds at which tests were run under a particular
pressure, the values of stopping distance, tangential pull, and coeffi-
cient of friction are given for each of the two chilled wheels or each
of the two steel wheels; and in the line immediately following appear
the average values of these quantities for both wheels of like kind.
In the last line for each pressure group the general average values of
tangential pull and coefficient are given for both wheels and all five
speeds. Three lines of general average values of coefficient of friction
appear at the bottom of the table. The first two lines show, for each
of the four wheels, the average of all the pertinent values of coefficient
in the column above; that is, they show the average, for the individual
wheel, of all the coefficients derived with that wheel at all combina-
tions of pressure and speed. The last line gives the corresponding
general average coefficient of friction for both chilled wheels or for
both steel wheels. In considering Table 7 the wheel designations
should be borne in mind. They were as follows:
Wheel A is the new chilled wheel.
Wheel C is the used chilled wheel.
Wheel E is the new steel wheel.
Wheel F is the used steel wheel.
Table 7 presents the results of all but fifteen of the stop tests
made during the entire investigation. Eight of these omitted tests
were run at speeds or pressures different from those required by the
regular program, and the results are not numerous enough to warrant
generalizations. Four were run with the shoe specially cooled, or
the wheel tread cleaned with sandpaper between individual stops,
in order to see if such treatment appreciably affected the resulting
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FIGc. 10. TANGENTIAL PULL AND SPEED CURVES, DERIVED FROM A STOP TEST
AT AN INITIAL SPEED OF TWENTY MILES PER HOUR
/nifia/ Speed / v7 M///es per Hour
FIG. 11. RELATION BETWEEN COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION AND SPEED,
AS DEFINED BY STOP TESTS
For Diamond S Shoes on Both Chilled Wheels and on Both Steel Wheels
coefficient. The results of the remaining three tests are omitted
because the wheel tread had become rough.
As has been stated, the "speed" of these stop tests is the initial
speed of the wheel at the moment the shoe was applied. This speed,
00
•z
*^
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FIG. 12. RELATION BETWEEN COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION AND SPEED,
AS DEFINED BY STOP TESTS
For Special Chilled Shoes on Both Chilled Wheels and on Both Steel Wheels
of course, under the shoe action, begins immediately to fall off, as
indicated in Fig. 10, which shows, for a test made at a pressure of
2500 lb. and an initial speed of 20 m.p.h., not only the curve of
tangential pull, but the speed curve as well. This speed curve has
been produced by calculations based upon a record of time intervals
drawn upon the test chart; it is thoroughly typical and may be
accepted as a general illustration of the variable rate at which the
speed decreases during a stop test. In this instance the average
speed is 11.78 m.p.h., or 58.9 per cent of the initial speed; and while
this percentage will vary with the test conditions, it is always con-
siderably greater than half the initial speed. These well-known facts
are here cited in order to make it clear that no direct comparison
may be drawn between the value of coefficient of friction determined
by means of a stop test and that derived from what is called in this
bulletin a "constant speed test," in which the wheel speed was kept
the same from the beginning of the application until the end.
17. Influence of Speed on Coefficient of Friction.-The way in
which the coefficient of friction falls off as the wheel speed is increased
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TABLE 8
RELATION BETWEEN COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION AND SPEED AS
DEFINED BY STOP TESTS
For both kinds of shoes on both chilled and steel wheels
Coefficient of Friction-per cent
At Various Shoe Pressures Average
for All
2250 lb. 3000 lb. 3750 lb.
Kind
of
Shoes
1
Diamond S
Shoes
Special
Chilled
Shoes
Kind
of
Wheels
2
Chilled
Wheels
A and C
Steel
Wheels
E and F
Chilled
Wheels
A and C
Steel
Wheels
E and F
Initial
Wheel
Speed
m.p.h.
3
20
30
40
50
60
20
30
40
50
60
20
30
40
50
60
20
30
40
50
60
is illustrated in Figs. 11 and 12, in which each line shows the decrease
for a particular kind of shoe at a particular pressure. The former
shows this decrease for Diamond S shoes on both chilled and steel
wheels; and the latter, the decrease for Special Chilled shoes on both
kinds of wheels. The values plotted in these two figures to define
the lines there drawn are the average coefficients for wheels A and C
or wheels E and F given in columns 7, 12, 17, and 22 of Table 7.
For convenience of further analysis these values are repeated in
columns 4, 5, 6, and 7 of Table 8.
The four lines of the upper group in Fig. 11 show the values of
the coefficients obtained with Diamond S shoes on the two chilled
wheels-one line for each of the four test pressures. With the ex-
ception of that applying to 2250 pounds pressure, these lines are
approximately alike in slope; or, more strictly speaking, the per-
centage decrease in coefficient from one speed to the next is nearly
the same at all four pressures. This similarity in the rate of decrease
is even more marked in the lower group in Fig. 11, applying to
Diamond S shoes on steel wheels, and also in both groups in Fig. 12,
4 5
27.78 26.54
24.70 25.41
20.22 21.43
18.60 19.18
17.82 17.33
22.41 22.20
18.93 19.08
16.07 15.73
15.63 15.16
14.95 14.83
27.14 23.11
23.63 20.93
18.29 16,37
15.49 14.62
15.16 14.24
24.59 23.34
19.24 18.67
16.35 15.71
14.53 14.25
14.37 14.22
rour nShoe
4500 lb. Pressures
7 8
23.89 26.54
22.66 24.81
20.27 20.96
18.18 18.71
16.73 17.25
20.92 22.31
18.76 19.11
14.85 15.71
14.35 15.05
13.85 14.66
21.23 23.69
20.62 21.94
16.26 17.16
13.91 14.58
13.99 14.39
21.07 22.67
17.48 18.04
14.32 15.54
14.19 14.37
13.62 13.53 13.94
6
27.96
26.48
21.92
18.89
17.10
23.70
19.68
16.20
15.06
15.01
23.28
22.59
17.70
14.30
14.15
21.67
16.78
15.77
14.52
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FiG. 13. AVERAGE RATE OF DECREASE OF COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION
WITH SPEED, AS DEFINED BY STOP TESTS
For All Four Pressures, on Both Chilled and Steel Wheels
which show the corresponding results with Special Chilled shoes.
In so far as this equality in the rate of decrease in coefficient at all
pressures is true, it warrants averaging the coefficients at the four
pressures in order to define the general influence of speed-in other
words, substituting for each group of four lines in Figs. 11 and 12
a single line based on the average values of the coefficient for the
four test pressures. The purpose of this discussion-to generalize
the influence of speed upon coefficient of friction-will be adequately
served by such substitution; and we shall deal therefore with the
general average coefficients at all four pressures, instead of with the
rates of decrease at individual pressures shown in Figs. 11 and 12,
by the process explained in the following paragraphs.
If we average the fundamental test results shown in columns 4 to
7 of Table 8, we obtain the general average values of the coefficient
of friction at all four pressures shown in column 8. For example,
the value 26.54, in the first line of column 8, is the average of the
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TABLE 9
AVERAGE RATE OF DECREASE OF COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION WITH SPEED AS
DEFINED BY STOP TESTS
For all four pressures, on chilled and steel wheels.
With
Special
Chilled
Shoes
4
23.69
21.94
17.16
14.58
14.39
22.67
18.04
15.54
Average
for Both
Kinds of
Shoes
5
25.12
23.38
19.06
16.65
15.82
22.49
18.58
15.63
Kind
of
Wheels
1
Chilled
Wheels
A and C
Steel
Wheels
E and F
Rate of Decrease of Coefficient with
Speed, Expressed in Percentage of
Coefficient at 20 Miles per Hour
With
Diamond
S
Shoes
6
100
93
79
71
65
100
86
70
67
66
With
Special
Chilled
Shoes
7
100
93
72
62
61
100
80
69
63
62
Average
for Both
Kinds of
Shoes
8
100
93
76
66
63
100
83
70
65
64
four preceding values in this line, and is the general average coeffi-
cient obtained with Diamond S shoes on the two chilled wheels.
It is therefore the average of the four values plotted in Fig. 11 for
the upper group of lines at 20 m.p.h. The four succeeding values
in column 8 are the general average coefficients at 30, 40, 50, and 60
m.p.h. These five values of coefficient, with their respective speed
values, are plotted in Fig. 13 to define there the upper full line, which
represents for Diamond S shoes on chilled wheels the average relation
between coefficient and speed for all four shoe pressures; and this
line, for the purposes of this discussion, takes the place of the four
lines constituting the upper group in Fig. 11. The upper group in
Fig. 12 is similarly replaced in Fig. 13 by the second full line there
drawn, which is defined by plotting the average values of the coeffi-
cient for Special Chilled shoes on chilled wheels given in column 8
of Table 8. In like manner the facts shown in the lower groups of
lines in Figs. 11 and 12 are summarized and generalized in Fig. 13
by the two broken lines, which represent the general average relation
between coefficient and speed for both kinds of shoes on steel wheels.
Figure 13, thus derived, is accepted as the basis for the attempt
to draw general conclusions with respect to the influence of speed
upon coefficient of friction. Ignoring for the moment the lines CC
and SS, Fig. 13 makes it clear that the rate of decrease in the coeffi-
cient with speed is, on the chilled wheels, nearly the same for both
Diamond S and Special Chilled shoes. This fact is disclosed not only
Average Coefficient of Friction for
All Four Shoe Pressures
Initial
Wheel
Speed
m.ph.
2
20
30
40
50
60
20
30
40
50
60
14.37 14.71
13.94 14.30
With
Diamond
S
Shoes
3
26.54
24.81
20.96
18.71
17.25
22.31
19.11
15.71
15.05
14.66
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by the similarity in slope of the two full lines applying to chilled
wheels, but can be more specifically shown by establishing the actual
ratios between the successive coefficients. For this purpose Table 9'
has been prepared. In the upper half of this table, in columns 3 and
4, appear the general average values of coefficient of friction which
define the two full lines in Fig. 13-here transposed from column 8
of Table 8. These values for Diamond S shoes on chilled wheels
(column 3) are 26.54, 24.81, 20.96, 18.71, and 17.25, at the respective
speeds. Taking the coefficient at 20 m.p.h. as the basis of comparison
(100 per cent) the coefficients at 30, 40, 50, and 60 m.p.h. are respec-
tively 93, 79, 71, and 65 per cent of the coefficient at 20 m.p.h., as.
shown in column 6 of Table 9. The corresponding relative values of
the coefficients for Special Chilled shoes on chilled wheels, given in
column 7, are 100, 93, 72, 62, and 61 per cent. These percentages are-
so nearly alike as to warrant, for the present purpose, the conclusion
that when using either Diamond S or Special Chilled shoes on chilled
wheels the rate of decrease in coefficient of friction with increase in
speed is almost the same; in other words, that we may establish for
chilled wheels the general approximate rate of decrease by averaging
the coefficients for both kinds of shoes. This is done in column 5 of
Table 9, where the average coefficients of friction for both kinds of
shoes on the chilled wheels, at all four pressures, are shown to be
25.12, 23.38, 19.06, 16.65, and 15.82 per cent, for the five successive
test speeds respectively. These five coefficient values, with their
appropriate speeds, define the line CC of Fig. 13, which is accepted
as representing the general average rate of decrease in the coefficient
of friction with increase in speed for all the stop tests made on chilled
wheels, with both kinds of shoes and at all four shoe pressures. The
percentage relations among the coefficients which define this line are
shown in the last column of Table 9; they are 100, 93, 76, 66, and 63
per cent for speeds of 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 miles per hour, respectively.
The influence of speed upon the coefficient of friction on chilled wheels
is approximately defined by these percentages.
By an exactly analogous treatment of the values of the coefficients
for both kinds of shoes on steel wheels, which define the two broken
lines in Fig. 13, we derive the general averages represented by the
line SS, and the corresponding ratios shown in the lower part of
column 8 of Table 9, namely, 100, 83, 70, 65, and 64 per cent; which
are accepted as defining the influence of speed upon the coefficient
of friction of both kinds of shoes upon steel wheels. It is to be noted
that on steel wheels, throughout the speed range, the rate of decrease
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FIG. 14. RELATION BETWEEN TANGENTIAL PULL AND SPEED,
AS DEFINED BY STOP TESTS
For Diamond S Shoes on Both Chilled Wheels and on Both Steel Wheels
in coefficient is somewhat more uniform, and the performance of the
two kinds of shoes more nearly the same than on chilled wheels.
Bearing in mind the fact that the percentage values given in the
last column of Table 9 are derived from a substantially equal number
of tests made with each kind of shoe on each of two wheels of a kind,
under strictly comparable test conditions, it is probable that they
define the influence of speed upon coefficient of friction more exactly
than it has hitherto been defined by experiments applicable to modern
train conditions, notwithstanding the averaging processes which have
been resorted to in arriving at these percentages. Such errors as
reside in these ratios are probably less than the variations in frictional
performance among individual shoes or individual wheels in a train;
and if for a particular train equipped with either kind of shoe and,
for example, steel wheels, we know the braking force at one speed,
we may with considerable confidence undertake to predict that force
at another speed by applying the ratios given in Table 9-provided
the shoe pressures do not greatly exceed 4500 pounds.
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FIG. 15. RELATION BETWEEN TANGENTIAL PULL AND SPEED,
AS DEFINED BY STOP TESTS
For Special Chilled Shoes on Both Chilled Wheels and on Both Steel Wheels
18. Relation Between Tangential Pull and Speed.-It will be re-
called that in all the tests the fundamental measurement made by
the testing machine is the retarding force or tangential pull of the
brake shoe upon the wheel; and that all values of coefficient of friction
are calculated therefrom by dividing this pull by the shoe pressure.
The values of tangential pull for the stop tests are presented in
columns 6, 11, 16, and 21 of Table 7. These are the mean values of a
slightly variable force, as illustrated in Fig. 2 and as explained on
page 26. The table shows, in addition to the pull on individual
wheels, the average values for both wheels of a kind; and these aver-
ages, with their accompanying speed values, are plotted in Figs. 14
and 15; the former showing the results obtained with Diamond S
shoes on both chilled and steel wheels, and the latter, those obtained
with Special Chilled shoes on both kinds of wheels.
Because of the direct relationship between tangential pull and
coefficient of friction, Figs. 14 and 15 convey the same information
as that presented by Figs. 11 and 12, and either pair might be easily
ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
Bra/1e Shoe Pressure //1 Pound's
FIG. 16. RELATION BETWEEN STOPPING DISTANCE AND BRAKE SHOE
PRESSURE, AS DEFINED BY STOP TESTS
For Diamond S Shoes on Both Chilled Wheels and on Both Steel Wheels
derived from the other. For those practically concerned with the
problems of braking and train operation, however, the concept of
tangential pull is more directly related to their daily experience, and
is one with which they are more accustomed to deal than that of
coefficient of friction; and it seems on this account desirable to
present the results in terms of this quantity.
Figures 14 and 15 need little comment. Every line there drawn
shows a decline in the value of tangential pull as the speed increases;
which, of course, is inevitable in view of the fact that the coefficient
of friction decreases with speed. The pull exerted, for example, by
Diamond S shoes when applied to chilled wheels with a pressure of
THE FRICTION OF RAILWAY BRAKE SHOES
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FrI. 17. RELATION BETWEEN STOPPINa DISTANCE AND BRAKE SHOE
PRESSURE, AS DEFINED BY STOP TESTS
For Special Chilled Shoes on Both Chilled Wheels and on Both Steel Wheels
4500 pounds at an initial speed of 20 miles per hour, is 1075 pounds
(Fig. 14); whereas with the same pressure at 60 miles per hour the
pull is only 753 pounds.
Another fact deserves brief comment in this connection, namely,
that on account of the usual decline in coefficient of friction with
increasing shoe pressure, an increase in pressure under like conditions
of speed does not always proportionally increase the tangential pull.
Figure 15 shows, for example, for Special Chilled shoes on steel wheels
at 2250 pounds shoe pressure and 30 miles per hour, a tangential pull
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TABLE 10
RATE OF DECREASE IN STOPPING DISTANCE WITH INCREASE IN SHOE PRESSURE
For both kinds of shoes on both kinds of wheels.
Stopping Distances at
Four Shoe Pressures
ft.Kind of
Shoes
Diamond
S
Shoes
3750 lb.
Pressure
6
182
414
848
1498
2327
Kind of
Wheels
2
On
Chilled
Wheels
On
Steel
Wheels
On
Chilled
Wheels
On
Steel
Wheels
of 433 pounds. At twice this pressure, 4500 lb., and the same speed,
the pull is 787 pounds-not twice, but only 1.82 times as much as
at the lower pressure.
19. Relation Between Stopping Distance and Brake Shoe Pres-
sure.-The test data include a record of the number of revolutions of
the wheel from the moment the shoe was applied until the wheel
stopped. From this record has been calculated, for each test, the
distance travelled by any point on the wheel tread during the period
of the stop; which is analagous to the stopping distance of a train in
practical braking problems. These stopping distances are recorded
in columns 5, 10, 15, and 20 of Table 7, where values are given for
individual wheels and average values for both wheels of a kind.
These averages, with the corresponding brake shoe pressures, are
plotted in Figs. 16 and 17 to establish the lines which are there drawn
to show the relations between stopping distance and shoe pressure.
Figure 16 shows the results obtained with Diamond S shoes, and
Fig. 17, those obtained with Special Chilled shoes.
3000 lb.
Pressure
5
239
542
1132
1882
2852
274
686
1407
2221
3256
268
622
1330
2234
3261
271
711
1417
2345
3371
Special
Chilled
Shoes
4500 lb.
Pressure
7
174
393
755
1304
1997
205
495
1036
1614
2434
188
422
922
1602
2301
201
535
1086
1711
2561
2250 lb.
Pressure
4
296
689
1422
2399
3554
372
891
1745
2788
4054
300
704
1567
2689
3942
344
893
1751
2988
4348
3
20
30
40
50
60
20
30
40
50
60
20
30
40
50
60
20
30
40
50
60
Relation Between Stopping Distances at
Various Pressures, Expressed as Percent-
ages of Distance at 2250 lb. Pressure
2250 lb. 3000 lb. 3750 lb. 4500 lb.
Pressure Pressure Pressure Pressure
8 9 10 11
100 80.8 61.5 58.8
100 78.7 60.1 57.1
100 79.6 59.6 53.1
100 78.4 62.4 54.4
100 80.2 65.4 56.2
Averages 79.5 61.8 55.9
100 73.6 59.4 55.1
100 77.0 64.6 55.6
100 80.6 65.5 59.3
100 79.7 67.8 57.9
100 80.3 68.2 60.0
Averages 78.2 65.1 57.6
100 89.3 72.0 62.7
100 88.4 67.5 59.9
100 85.0 64.6 58.9
100 83.1 68.2 59.6
100 82.7 66.9 58.4
Averages 85.7 67.8 59.9
100 78.8 69.2 58.4
100 79.6 71.1 59.9
100 80.9 66.7 62.0
100 78.5 64.4 57.3
100 77.5 66.9 58.9
Averages 79.1 67.7 59.3
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The customary and obvious decrease in stopping distance as the
shoe pressure is increased is illustrated in both of these figures. Since
the energy impressed upon the wheel is always the same provided
the initial speed be the same, and since this energy is destroyed during
a stop by the tangential pull of the shoe on the wheel, we might expect
that stopping distances at any given speed would be exactly inversely
proportional to the shoe pressure; and they would be so if the coeffi-
cient of friction remained exactly the same. The coefficient, however,
changes with pressure-generally decreasing; and on this account
the expected proportionality is not exact. This is disclosed by ex-
amination of Table 10, which is here introduced to show the actual
rates of decrease in stopping distance as the shoe pressure increases.
The stopping distances shown in columns 4 to 7 of Table 10 are
transposed from Table 7 and rearranged, the decimals being dropped.
The relative values of the successive stopping distances at any given
speed are presented in columns 8 to 11, where they are expressed as
percentages of the distance at the lowest pressure, 2250 lb., which is
taken as the basis of comparison, or 100 per cent. If there were no
variation of coefficient of friction with shoe pressure, and the stopping
distances were consequently in the inverse ratio of the pressures, the
percentages in columns 9, 10, and 11 would be respectively 75, 60,
and 50 per cent. The differences between these and the actual per-
centages shown in the table are an indirect measure of the variation
of coefficient with pressure.
It is to be noted that the rates of decrease in stopping distance
within any of the four groups of the table do not vary widely from
speed to speed; that is, the rates of decrease at 60 miles per hour,
for example, are not very different from those at 20 miles. Hasty
consideration of the rapidly changing slope of the lines in Figs. 16
and 17 in passing from one speed to another might lead to an
opposite and incorrect conclusion.
20. Variations of Coefficient of Friction with Shoe Pressure.-In
Table 7, for each combination of shoe and wheel, the values of coeffi-
cient of friction are presented for each speed in each of the four
pressure groups-first the values for the individual wheels, then an
average value for each pair of wheels, and finally, at the end of each
pressure group, a general average value for all five speeds of that
group. These values of the coefficient of friction can be arranged
with respect to shoe pressure in order to study its influence upon the
coefficient. To do so graphically would result in a diagram compris-
ing 20 lines, many of them superimposed, which would be more con-
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TABLE 11
RATES OF VARIATION OF COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION WITH SHOE
PRESSURE IN STOP TESTS
Relative Magnitudes of Coefficients of Friction at Four Shoe
Initial Pressures, Expressed, for Each Speed, as Percentages ofKind Kind Wheel Coefficient at 2250 lb. Shoe Pressures and at That Speed
of of Speed 
_
Wheels Shoes n.p.h.
2250 lb. 3000 lb. 3750 lb. 4500 lb.
Pressure Pressure Pressure Pressure
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
On Diamond 20 100 95.5 100.6 86.0
Chilled S 30 100 102.8 107.2 91.7
Wheels Shoes 40 100 106.0 108.4 100.2
50 100 103.1 101.5 97.8
60 100 97.3 96.0 93.9
Av. for 5 Speeds 100 100.7 103.0 93.3
Special 20 100 85.2 85.8 78.2
Chilled 30 100 88.6 95.6 87.2
Shoes 40 100 89.4 96.8 88.8
50 100 94.4 92.3 89.8
60 100 94.0 93.4 92.3
Av. for 5 Speeds 100 89.5 92.3 86.2
On Diamond 20 100 99.1 105.7 93.3
Steel S 30 100 100.8 104.0 99.1
Wheels Shoes 40 100 98.0 100.8 92.4
50, 100 96.9 96.3 91.8
60 100 99.2 100.4 92.6
Av. or 5 Speeds 100 98.9 101.9 94.0
Special 20 100 94.9 88.1 85.6
Chilled 30 100 96.9 87.2 90.8
Shoes 40 100 96.1 96.4 87.6
50 100 98.0 99.9 97.6
60 100 99.0 94.8 94.2
Av. lor 5 Speeds 100 96.8 92.4 90.5
fusing than helpful. Such confusion can be avoided, however, by
arranging the data in tabular form, and Table 11 is presented for this
purpose.
Table 11 is based upon the average coefficients shown in Table 7
for both wheels of a kind-for the two chilled wheels, A and C, or
the two steel wheels, E and F. Since in studying the influence of
pressure we are concerned, not with the actual coefficients at various
pressures, but with their relative magnitudes, Table 11 (in columns
4 to 7) presents these magnitudes expressed as percentages of the
coefficient at the lowest test pressure-2250 lb. The first line of the
table, for example, relates to the performance of Diamond S shoes on
chilled wheels at 20 miles per hour; and the coefficients (from column
7 of Table 7) for these conditions are 27.78, 26.54, 27.96, and 23.89
for shoe pressures of 2250, 3000, 3750, and 4500 pounds, respectively.
Using the coefficient at 2250 lb. as the basis of comparison (100 per
cent), the coefficients at 3000, 3750, and 4500 pounds pressure are
respectively 95.5, 100.6, and 86.0 per cent of the coefficient at the
lowest pressure. The other percentages in the table show the relative
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Bra/<e Shoe Pressure ,n Poun,'s
FIG. 18. AVERAGE RATE OF VARIATION OF COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION WITH
BRAKE SHOE PRESSURE, AS DEFINED By STOP TESTS
For All Five Speeds, on Both Chilled and Steel Wheels
magnitudes of the coefficients at other speeds and for other combina-
tions of shoe and wheel. Examination of Table 11 discloses the fol-
lowing facts.
Ignoring temporarily the four lines of general average percent-
ages, and first considering the results for Diamond S shoes, it is to
be noted that neither on chilled nor on steel wheels do these shoes
show a regular decrease in coefficient of friction as the shoe pressure
is increased; indeed, at the two intermediate pressures there is fre-
quently an increase instead of a decrease. On the chilled wheels this
tendency shows itself at both 3000 and 3750 pounds pressure; while
on the steel wheels the rise in coefficient is chiefly observable in
passing from 3000 to 3750 pounds. At the highest pressure, however,
there is with Diamond S shoes a decided drop in coefficient on both
kinds of wheels.
The drop in coefficient with increase in pressure is more clearly
exhibited by the performance of the Special Chilled shoes. With
these shoes on chilled wheels the tendency to rise in passing from
3000 to 3750 pounds shows itself only in the first three speeds; other-
wise there is a regular decline in the coefficient. On the steel wheels
the performance of Special Chilled shoes shows a nearly uninterrupted
decline with pressure increase-the only exceptions of consequence
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occur at 50 m.p.h., where there is a slight rise in passing to 3750
pounds pressure, and at 30 m.p.h., in passing to 4500 pounds.
At the end of each pressure group in Table 7 is given the general
average value of the coefficient of friction for all five speeds of the
group. These averages are plotted in Fig. 18 to define the four lines
there drawn to show the general relations between coefficient and shoe
pressure; and the "averages for 5 speeds" shown in Table 11 give the
percentage relationships between these average values of the coeffi-
cient. These percentages and the lines in Fig. 18 serve only to
emphasize the relations between coefficient and pressure which have
been pointed out in the preceding paragraphs; thus generalized,
however, they are more easily followed. In concluding this section,
it ought to be added that the somewhat more unvarying decline of
coefficient with pressure disclosed by previous experiments occurs at
pressures beyond the maximum pressure used in these tests.
21. Difference in Performance of Diamond S and Special Chilled
Shoes.-All the 169 stop tests fall into 80 pairs of tests, in each of
which the conditions as regards wheel, shoe pressure and speed are
identical, the only difference being that one test of the pair was made
with a Diamond S shoe, while the other was made with a Special
Chilled shoe. In 68 of these 80 pairs the coefficient of friction pro-
duced by Diamond S shoes was greater than that produced by Special
Chilled shoes. When we deal with the average values of the coeffi-
cient on both wheels of like kind, the values fall into 40 comparable
pairs, of which all but five show a greater coefficient with Diamond S
shoes. These five exceptions all occur in tests on steel wheels. There
is nothing unexpected in this relationship between the two kinds of
shoes; previous tests of modern brake shoes in this laboratory and
elsewhere have repeatedly shown the superiority of Diamond S shoes
over various types of plain cast iron shoes.
Table 12 exhibits more specifically the differences above referred
to. It presents, for the various combinations of pressure and speed,
the average coefficients of friction on two wheels of like kind obtained
with each kind of brake shoe; first for the tests on chilled wheels,
in columns 3 and 4, and then for the tests on steel wheels, in columns
6 and 7. The percentages* by which the various coefficients produced
by Diamond S shoes exceed those produced by Special Chilled shoes
are shown in columns 5 and 8.
*The values in columns 5 and 8 are not the mere numerical differences between the coefficients
(which are themselves expressed as percentages); but percentages representing the ratio of this difference
to the smaller of the two comparable coefficients.
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TABLE 12
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN COEFFICIENTS OF FRICTION PRODUCED IN STOP TESTS BY
DIAMOND S SHOES AND BY SPECIAL CHILLED SHOES
On Chilled Wheels A and C
Average Coefficient
on Both Wheels
per cent
With
Diamond
S
Shoes
3
27.78
24.70
20.22
18.60
17.82
21.82
26.54
25.41
21.43
19.18
17.33
21.98
27.96
26.48
21.92
18.89
17.10
22.47
23.89
22.66
20.27
18.18
16.73
20 35
With
Special
Chilled
Shoes
4
27.14
23.63
18.29
15.49
15.16
19.94
23.11
20.93
16.37
14.62
14.24
17.85
23.28
22.59
17.70
14.30
14.15
18.40
21.23
20.62
16.26
13.91
13.99
17.20
On Steel Wheels E and F
Excess of
Coefficient for
Diamond S
Shoes, over that
for Special
Chilled Shoes
per cent
5
2.4
4.5
10.6
20.1
17.6
9.4
14.8
21.4
30.9
31.2
21.7
23.1
20.1
17.2
23.8
32.1
20.8
22.1
12.5
9.9
24.7
30.7
19.6
18.3
Average Coefficient
on Both Wheels
per cent
With
Diamond
S
Shoes
6
22.41
18.93
16.07
15.63
14.95
17.60
22.20
19.08
15.73
15.16
14.83
17.40
23.70
19.68
16.20
15.06
15.01
17.93
20.92
18.76
14.85
14.35
13.85
16.55
With
Special
Chilled
Shoes
7
24.59
19.24
16.35
14.53
14.37
17.82
23.34
18.67
15.71
14.25
14.22
17.24
21.67
16.78
15.77
14.52
13.62
16.47
21.07
17.48
14.32
14.19
13.53
16.12
Excess of
Coefficient for
Diamond S
Shoes, over that
for Special
Chilled Shoes
per cent
8
9.7*
1.6*
1.7*
7.6
4.0
1.3*
5.1*
2.2
0.1
6.4
4.3
0.9
9.4
17.3
2.7
3.7
10.2
8.9
0. 7*
7.3
3.7
1.1
2.4
2.7
*The asterisks in column 8 indicate those instances in which the coefficient for the Special Chilled Shoe is greater
than that for the Diamond S Shoe; and the value shown is the percentage excess of the former over the latter.
The table shows that in some instances the excess of the coeffi-
cient for Diamond S shoes is more than thirty per cent. There is
no apparent regularity in the variations in this excess. They appear
to bear no very definite relation to either pressure or speed; although
most of the highest excesses occur, in the various pressure groups,
at speeds of either 40 or 50 miles per hour.
The most noteworthy fact disclosed by Table 12 is that the su-
periority of Diamond S shoes is much more marked on chilled wheels
than on steel wheels. As previously remarked, the five instances in
which Special Chilled shoes produced the larger coefficient all occur
in tests on steel wheels; and in all but one of the remaining tests on
steel wheels the excess in the coefficient for Diamond S shoes is
markedly less than on chilled wheels, at corresponding pressures
and speeds.
1
2250
2
20
30
40
50
60
Av. for 5 Speeds
3000 20
30
40
50
60
Av. for 5 Speeds
3750 20
30
40
50
60
Av. for 5 Speeds
4500 20
30
40
50
60
Av. for 5 Speeds
2250
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TABLE 13
DIFFERENCES IN PERFORMANCE OF BRAKE SHOES ON NEW AND USED WHEELS AND
ON CHILLED AND STEEL WHEELS IN STOP TESTS
Based on general average values of the coefficients of friction at all speeds and all pressures
Coefficients of Friction-per cent Percentage Excess of One Coefficient over
General Average Values at All the Other, in Comparable Pairs of
Speeds and Pressures Values in Columns 2 to 5
Kind
of Chilled Wheels Steel Wheels Chilled Wheels Steel Wheels
Shoes
New Used New Used New Used New Used
Wheel Wheel Wheel Wheel Wheel Wheel Wheel Wheel
A C E F A C E F
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Diamonds 22.80 20.51 16.12 18.62 11.2 .... ... 15.5
Special Chilled 17.45 19.25 16.38 17.44 .... 10.3 .... 6.5
Both Kinds
of Shoes 20.13 19.88 16.25 18.03 1.3 .... .... 11.0
General Average Results for Both New and Used Wheels
Diamond S 21.65 17.37 24.7
Special Chilled 18.35 16.91 8.5
Both Kinds
of Shoes 20.00 17.14 16 7
22. Difference in Brake Shoe Performance on New Wheels and
Used Wheels.-New and used wheels of each kind were used in the
tests, not only because their combined results would better represent
service conditions, but because, if there were any marked difference
in performance on new and used wheels, the results might be expected
to disclose it.
In Table 7, which gives all the results of the stop tests, there are
for each of the four combinations of shoes and wheels 20 pairs of
tests in which the only difference in conditions is that one test was
made with a new wheel and the other with a used wheel. Considering
the tests made with Special Chilled shoes on steel wheels, we find
that in 15 of the 20 pairs of tests the coefficient of friction was greater
on used wheel F than on new wheel E; whereas in the remaining
5 pairs of tests the relation is reversed and the coefficient was greater
on the new wheel. In the three other combinations of shoe and wheel
there are likewise occasional reversals of the general tendency. The
general trend is therefore better disclosed by comparing the general
average values of the coefficient at all speeds and pressures than by
comparing the results of the numerous separate pairs of tests. These
,general averages are given at the bottom of Table 7. To facilitate
the comparison and discussion they are repeated and rearranged in
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columns 2 to 5 of the upper part of Table 13.* The general average
coefficients produced at all speeds and pressures by Diamond S shoes.
on new chilled wheel A and on used chilled wheel C are, respectively,
22.80 and 20.51, as shown in columns 2 and 3 in the first line of
Table 13. The coefficient on new wheel A is consequently 11.2 per
cent greater than that on used wheel C; and this percentage excess is
therefore entered under wheel A in column 6. The remaining per-
centages shown in columns 6 to 9 are similarly derived, and their
positions there have a similar significance.
With Diamond S shoes on chilled wheels, as has just been pointed
out, the greater coefficient occurs on the new wheel; on the steel
wheels, however, this relation is reversed, and the coefficient is 15.5,
per cent greater on the used wheel. With Special Chilled shoes there
is no such reversal; these shoes produce the larger coefficient on the
used wheel with both chilled and steel wheels, the excesses being:
respectively 10.3 and 6.5 per cent. In three out of four combinations
of shoe and wheel, therefore, the greater coefficient is obtained on
used wheels. There is nothing in the hardness relations among the
four test wheels to account for the variation of the performance of
Diamond S shoes on chilled wheels from the general trend; nor has
it been feasible otherwise to account for it.
23. Difference in Brake Shoe Performance on Chilled Wheels and
Steel Wheels.-The tests disclose a notable difference between the
results produced on the two kinds of wheels. Both the coefficient
of friction and the tangential pull are much greater on the chilled
wheels than on the steel wheels under identical conditions of shoe
pressure and speed; and this is true for both kinds of shoes. Dealing
with average values of coefficient and pull on both new and used
wheels of like kind, among 40 pairs of comparable values there are
only three pairs in which this relationship is reversed. These excep-
tions, which are again referred to in this section, all occur in tests
with Special Chilled shoes. The magnitude of this excess on chilled
wheels is far greater than the slight incidental variations in frictional
quality among the test shoes; and the superiority of performance on
chilled wheels must be ascribed to differences in the frictional quality
of the material constituting the treads of the two kinds of wheels.
From the practical point of view of those responsible for brake
design and train operation, this superiority of coefficient and pull
obtained on chilled wheels is probably the most important informa-
tion developed by these tests. While, as was intimated in the Intro-
*The lower part of Table 13 is irrelevant to this purpose. It is used in the discussion in Section 23.
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duction, the general facts have been known, the magnitude of the
difference has been inadequately appreciated; and only rarely has
any attempt been made so to apply these facts in service that each
car of a train, whether equipped with chilled or steel wheels, would
contribute its proper share to the total braking force required. Ex-
cept in a few instances, brake leverage has continued to be deter-
mined without reference to the important difference in tangential
pull which is produced under like shoe pressures on the two kinds of
wheels. It is to be hoped that the evidence here again presented will
arouse renewed interest in this fact, and lead to some effort to
capitalize it in practical train operation.
The general magnitude of the excess of the coefficient of friction
on chilled wheels is best exhibited by a comparison of the gross aver-
age values of the coefficient on both wheels of like kind at all speeds
and pressures. These averages are shown in the lower part of Table
13. With Diamond S shoes the general average coefficient on chilled
wheels is 21.65; whereas on steel wheels the coefficient is 17.37-an
excess of 24.7 per cent for the chilled wheels. With Special Chilled
shoes the average coefficients are 18.35 and 16.91 on chilled and steel
wheels, respectively-an excess of 8.5 per cent on chilled wheels.
Combining the results obtained with both kinds of shoes, the average
on chilled wheels is 20.00 and on steel wheels, 17.14-a difference of
16.7 per cent. In other words, the general average coefficient of
friction produced in the 86 stop tests made on the two chilled wheels
with both kinds of shoes and under all combinations of shoe pressure
and speed, is 16.7 per cent greater than the corresponding average
coefficient produced in the 83 tests made on the two steel wheels.
The almost invariable occurrence of this excess and its great magni-
tude, under conditions which differ solely in the kind of wheels used,
leave no question as to its reality, nor any ground for doubt that it
arises from qualities inherent in the chilled wheel tread.
The general average values cited above have been used with full
realization of the objections which may lie against such a gross
averaging process if used for making specific predictions. They are
not here used for such a purpose, but merely to emphasize the magni-
tude of the difference in performance on the two kinds of wheels.
Specific comparisons and discussion are based on Table 14, and are
given in the following paragraphs.
The values of both tangential pull and coefficient of friction are
shown, for each of the combinations of speed and shoe pressure, in
Table 14. For tests made with Diamond S shoes the values for these
quantities are given in columns 3 and 4 or 5 and 6. These values
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TABLE 14
EXCESS OF COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION AND TANGENTIAL PULL OBTAINED ON CHILLED
WHEELS OVER THOSE OBTAINED ON STEEL WHEELS IN STOP TESTS
With Diamond S Shoes With Special Chilled Shoes
Tangential Pull. Coefficient of Excess of Tangential Pull. Coefficient of Excess of
Average on Friction. Average Coeffi- Average on Friction. Average Coeffi-
Both Wheels of on Both Wheels cient of Both Wheels of on Both Wheels cient of
Shoe Initial Like Kind of Like Kind Friction Like Kind of Like Kind Friction
Pressure Wheel lb. per cent (or Tan- lb. per cent (or Tan-
Speed gential gential
lb. m.p.h. Pull) on Pull) on
Chilled Chilled
On On On On Wheels On On On On Wheels
Chilled Steel Chilled Steel over that Chilled Steel Chilled Steel over that
Wheels Wheels Wheels Wheels 
o n Steel Wheels Wheels Wheels Wheels on Steel
Aand CEandF A and C E and F Wheels AandCEandF AandC EandF Wheels
per cent per cent
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
2250 20 625 504 27.78 22.41 24.0 611 553 27.14 24.59 10.4
30 556 426 24.70 18.93 30.5 532 433 23.63 19.24 22.8
40 455 362 20.22 16.07 25.8 412 368 18.29 16.35 11.9
50 419 352 18.60 15.63 19.0 349 327 15.49 14.53 6.6
60 401 336 17.82 14.95 19.2 341 323 15.16 14.37 5.5
Av. for 5 Speeds ... ... 21.82 17.60 24.0 ... ... 19.,94 17.82 11.9
3000 20 796 666 26.54 22.20 19.6 693 700 23.11 23.34 1.0"
30 762 572 25.41 19.08 33.2 628 560 20.93 18.67 12.1
40 643 472 21.43 15.73 36.2 491 471 16.37 15.71 4.2
50 575 455 19.18 15.16 26.5 439 428 14.62 14.25 2.6
60 520 445 17.33 14.83 16.9 427 426 14.24 14.22 0.1
Av. for 5 Speeds ... ... 21.98 17.40 26.3 ... ... 17.85 17.24 3.5
3750 20 1049 889 27.96 23.70 18.0 873 813 23.28 21.67 7.4
30 993 738 26.48 19.68 34.6 847 629 22.59 16.78 34.6
40 822 608 21.92 16.20 35.3 664 591 17.70 15.77 12.2
50 708 565 18.89 15.06 25.4 536 545 14.30 14.52 1.5*
60 641 563 17.10 15.01 13.9 531 511 14.15 13.62 3.9
Av. for 5 Speeds ... ... 22.47 17.93 25.3 ... ... 18.40 16.47 11.7
4500 20 1075 941 23.89 20.92 14.2 955 948 21.23 21.07 0 8
30 1020 844 22.66 18.76 20.8 928 787 20.62 17.48 18.0
40 912 668 20.27 14.85 36.5 732 644 16.26 14.32 13.6
50 818 646 18.18 14.35 26.7 626 639 13.91 14.19 2.0*| 60 753 623 16.73 13.85 20.8 630 609 13.99 13.53 3.4
Av. for5Speeds ... ... 20.35 16.55 23.0 ... 17.20 16.12 6.7
*The asterisks in column 12 indicate the three instances in which the coefficient is greater on the steel wheels
than on the chilled wheels; and the values shown are the percentage excess on the steel wheels.
are the averages of the results obtained, at the indicated speed and
pressure, on the new and used chilled wheels, or on the new and used
steel wheels. For tests made with Special Chilled shoes the corre-
sponding average values of pull and coefficient are shown in the right-
hand half of Table 14-in columns 8 and 9 or 10 and 11. These
averages are transcribed directly from Table 7; the values of pull,
however, are presented to the nearest full unit only, the decimals
shown in Table 7 having been eliminated. Adjacent values in col-
umns 5 and 6 or in columns 10 and 11, since they apply to identical
conditions of pressure and speed, may be directly compared to find
the difference in performance on the two kinds of wheels. The com-
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parisons drawn in the next four paragraphs are between values of
the coefficient of friction. Discussion of the differences in tangential
pull appears later.
The first two values in columns 5 and 6 are the average coefficients
obtained with Diamond S shoes at 2250 pounds and 20 miles per hour.
They are 27.78 on chilled wheels and 22.41 on steel wheels. The
excess of the coefficient on chilled wheels is in this instance 24.0 per
cent, which is entered in column 7; and the remaining figures in this
column present, for Diamond S shoes, the excess of the coefficient on
chilled wheels at all other pressures and speeds. For tests with
Special Chilled shoes the corresponding percentage excess values
appear in column 12. It is to be first observed that with Special
Chilled shoes there are three exceptions to the general superiority of
the coefficient on chilled wheels. These instances are denoted by the
asterisks in column 12; and in all three pairs of tests thus marked the
coefficient is greater on steel wheels. The excess varies from 1.0 to
2.0 per cent, and the average excess is only 1.5 per cent. Among the
forty pairs of comparable values in the table, these three pairs offer
the only exceptions to the general excess of the coefficient on chilled
wheels. Because they are so few and so small in amount these ex-
ceptions are ignored in the further discussion of the general tendencies
disclosed by Table 14.
Recurring to the results with Diamond S shoes, it is to be noted
that the percentage excess of the coefficient on chilled wheels varies
rather regularly with speed in each pressure group; the excess rises
in passing from 20 m.p.h., reaches its maximum at either 30 or 40
m.p.h., and then decreases as we pass to the two higher speeds. The
rate of this variation differs somewhat in the four pressure groups;
but the general trend is very definitely observable in each group. It
may be further noted that the general average excess is very nearly
the same in each group, the values being 24.0, 26.3, 25.3, and 23.0
per cent at the four successive shoe pressures.
Among the results obtained with Special Chilled shoes there is
observable (see column 12) the same general tendency for the excess
of the coefficient on chilled wheels to rise to a maximum and then to
decline as the speed increases. With these shoes, however, the maxi-
mum excess occurs at 30 m.p.h.; and both its rate of rise and its rate
of decline are sharper than with Diamond S shoes. With Special
Chilled shoes there is less uniformity among the general average
values of the excess in the four pressure groups, which are respec-
tively 11.9, 3.5, 11.7, and 6.7 per cent. Dealing again with the gross
overall averages of the excess, which, it will be recalled, are 24.7 per
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cent with Diamond S shoes and 8.5 per cent with Special Chilled
shoes, it may be remarked, in conclusion, that the superiority of
performance on chilled wheels is with Special Chilled shoes only
about one-third of that obtained with Diamond S shoes.
These coefficient of friction relationships on the two kinds of
wheels are exhibited in Figs. 11 and 12. Although these figures were
not prepared for this purpose, they disclose the relations between
the coefficients presented in columns 5 and 6 and 10 and 11 of Table
14. Figure 13 shows the general average values of the coefficient on
chilled and on steel wheels for both kinds of shoes at all four pressures;
and, consequently, it also exhibits the general superiority of per-
formance on chilled wheels.
From the fact that the coefficient of friction is obtained by merely
dividing the tangential pull by the shoe pressure, it is obvious that
the ratios between comparable values of the pull are the same as the
ratios between the corresponding coefficients.* It follows, of course,
that the percentage excess values of the coefficient in columns 7 and
12 of Table 14 apply equally well to comparisons of the tangential
pull; and that whatever has been said about the coefficient of friction
relations and excesses on chilled and steel wheels is true also of the
tangential pull relations on the two kinds of wheels.
The superiority of shoe performance on the chilled wheels is more
striking when the excess is expressed in terms of pull than when it is
expressed as the excess of one coefficient over the other. For the
practical railroad man it is probably more impressive to be told, for
example, that with Diamond S shoes the tangential pull produced at
2250 pounds pressure and 20 miles per hour is 625 pounds on the
chilled wheels, and only 504 pounds on the steel wheels (121 pounds
less), than to be told that on chilled wheels the coefficient of friction
is 24 per cent greater than on steel wheels, although he is receiving
the same information in either case.
The excess of the tangential pull on chilled wheels exhibited in
Table 14 is also shown graphically in Figs. 14 and 15. The tangential
pull values plotted in these figures are the same as those given in
columns 3 and 4 or 8 and 9 in Table 14.
VI. RESULTS OF CONSTANT SPEED TESTS
This chapter presents in detail the results of the "constant speed"
tests-the second of the three series of tests included in the investi-
gation. The method of making these tests has been described in
*This is strictly true only when the ratios are based upon the exact values of tangential pull
given in Table 7.
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ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
Section 13, on page 27. It will be recalled that each test comprises
ten successive applications of the brake shoe, separated by cooling
periods, the wheel being kept constantly in motion at the pre-
determined speed. The shoe pressures and speeds for the series are
shown in Table 5. Tests were made under six pressures, ranging from
500 to 4000 pounds and, with all but the two highest pressures, at
speeds of 20, 30, and 40 miles per hour. The pressure range and the
number of pressures used are greater therefore than in the stop tests;
but the range and variety of speeds are smaller.
24. Tabular Summary of Results.-All the results of this series
are summarized in Table 15, which presents the values of tangential
pull and coefficient of friction for 202 tests. The number of tests
made with each of the various combinations of shoe and wheel is
as follows:
With Diamond S Shoes With Special Chilled Shoes
On On On On
Chilled Wheels Steel Wheels Chilled Wheels Steel Wheels
A C E F A C E F
(new) (used) (new) (used) (new) (used) (new) (used)
31 15 42 15 36 18 28 17
46 57 54 45
103 99
There were therefore 100 tests on the two chilled wheels and 102 on
the steel wheels. With each kind of wheels, roughly twice as many
tests were made on the new wheel as on the used wheel. In deter-
mining the average values of pull or coefficient for both wheels of
like kind, the mean values on the new and on the used wheel, where
there had been more than one test under identical conditions of
pressure and speed, were first separately found; and the two mean
values were then combined to find the average for the two wheels.
The degree of uniformity among the results of the ten applica-
tions which together constitute a constant speed test is illustrated in
the following tabulation. This gives for each of two tests the value
of the coefficient produced in each of the ten applications, and also
the percentage deviation of this value from the average for all ten
applications, which is the coefficient for the test itself.
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In Test No. 3085
Coefficient Deviation of
of Friction Each Coefficient
for Each of from the
the Ten Average for
Applications All Ten
per cent per cent
27.6 +0.40
28.4 +3.31
29.2 +6.22
27.4 -0.33
28.8 +4.77
27.6 +0.40
26.2 -4.69
27.5 +0.04
26.6 -3.24
25.6 -6.88
Aver. 27.49
In Test No. 3093
Coefficient Deviation of
of Friction Each Coefficient
for Each of from the
the Ten Average for
Applications All Ten
per cent per cent
24.00 +1.95
23.20 -1.44
23.40 -0.59
23.28 -1.10
23.80 +1.10
23.80 +1.10
22.96 -2.46
24.48 +3.99
23.16 -1.61
23.32 -0.93
Aver. 23.54
These two tests are fairly typical of the whole series. Both were
made with a Diamond S shoe on new chilled wheel A; test No. 3085,
under 1000 pounds shoe pressure at 40 miles per hour, and test No.
3093 under 2500 pounds pressure at 30 miles per hour.
In the arrangement of the results in Table 15 the primary division
is between tests made with the two kinds of shoes-the left half of
the table relating to Diamond S shoes, and the right half to Special
Chilled shoes. In each of these main divisions the results are first
presented for the tests on chilled wheels, and then for those on steel
wheels. In these four vertical divisions, each of which relates to a
particular combination of shoe and wheel, the results are grouped
with respect to the six shoe pressures-500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500,
and 4000 pounds; and within each pressure group they are arranged in
the order of the speeds. It should be observed that, while at each of
the four lower pressures tests were made at 20, 30, and 40 miles per
hour, at 2500 pounds only two speeds were used (20 and 30 m.p.h.);
and that the tests under 4000 pounds pressure were run at 20 miles
per hour only. For each shoe-wheel-pressure-speed combination the
values of tangential pull and coefficient of friction are given-first
for the new wheel, next for the used wheel; and these are followed by
the average values for both wheels. At the end of each pressure
group appears the average value of the coefficient for all speeds of
that group. At the bottom of the table appear finally the general
average values of the coefficient of friction produced on each wheel
at all the various combinations of pressure and speed, followed by
its overall average value on both wheels of like kind.
In addition to the 202 tests here included, 27 constant speed tests
were made under the conditions defined by the program, but rejected
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FIG. 19. RELATION BETWEEN COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION AND SPEED,
AS DEFINED BY CONSTANT SPEED TESTS
For Diamond S Shoes on Both Chilled Wheels and on Both Steel Wheels
immediately upon their completion because of imperfections in either
procedure or test conditions-such as wheel eccentricity or poor shoe
fit. The results of 35 other tests are also omitted. These were made
under various combinations of speed and pressure other than those of
the program, chiefly in order to arrive at decisions with respect to
the program limits. While they served that purpose, they are not
numerous enough to support additional generalizations.
Since the program for the constant speed tests includes the same
variables as that for the stop tests, the results of these tests are
4000 /b.-r---1 I-
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FIG. 20. RELATION BETWEEN COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION AND SPEED,
AS DEFINED BY CONSTANT SPEED TESTS
For Special Chilled Shoes on Both Chilled Wheels and on Both Steel Wheels
discussed below on the same bases as were the stop test results in
Chapter V. The variations in coefficient of friction and tangential
pull with speed and with pressure are first discussed; the difference
in the frictional quality of the two kinds of shoes is next presented;
and finally the discussion exhibits the difference in performance on
new and used wheels, and also on chilled and steel wheels.
Although in the discussion comparisons are occasionally drawn
between general tendencies in the two series of tests, it should be
emphasized that direct comparisons between the results of individual
I I
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TABLE 16
RELATION BETWEEN COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION AND SPEED AS DEFINED BY
CONSTANT SPEED TESTS
For both kinds of shoes on both chilled and steel wheels
Wheel
Speed
m.p.h.
3
20
30
40
20
30
40
20
30
40
20
30
40
Coefficient of Friction-per cent
At Various Shoe Pressures
Kind
of
Shoes
Diamond
S
Shoes
Special
Chilled
Shoes
Kind
of
Wheels
2
Chilled
Wheels
A and C
Steel
Wheels
Eand F
Chilled
Wheels
A and C
Steel
Wheels
EandF
1500 lb.
6
30.69
26.48
23.93
21.96
17.98
16.79
24.64
19.17
17.42
20.85
17.41
16.05
2000 lb. 2500 lb. 4000 lb.
7 8 9
28.47 26.66 22.37
23.33 21.78 .....
21.86 ..... .....
20.74 20.24 17.42
17.18 16.68 .....
16.11 ..... .....
22.61 22.76 19.25
19.01 17.88 .....
17.20 ..... .....
20.20 19.51 17.45
16.86 16.18 .....
15.45 ..... .....
Average
for First
Four Shoe
Pressures
10
32.15
27.88
25.65
25.21
20.82
18.91
27.84
22.34
19.57
23.94
19.01
17.54
tests or of groups of tests ought not be made, even though they apply
to apparently similar conditions; because, not only do the shoe pres-
sures differ in the two series, but (as previously explained) the speeds
also have different meanings, even when nominally alike.
25. Influence of Speed on Coefficient of Friction.-The basic test
results used in discussing the influence of speed on the coefficient of
friction are the average values of the coefficient on the two chilled
wheels, A and C, and on the two steel wheels, E and F, which are
given in Table 15 for the various combinations of shoe and wheel.
These values, with their appropriate speeds, are plotted in Figs.
19 and 20 to define there the lines which show the relations between
coefficient and speed. They are also tabulated in columns 4 to 9 of
Table 16; and they provide the basis for the general average values of
the coefficient and their ratios, which are given in Table 17. This
table, in its turn, provides the coordinates for the lines of Fig. 21,
which show the relations between speed and the general average
coefficients at the first four pressures. Figures 19, 20, and 21 and
Tables 16 and 17 are, in their derivation, their meaning, and their
function in this discussion, respectively analogous to Figs. 11, 12, and
13 and Tables 8 and 9, which were used in Section 17 in the discussion
of the influence of speed on coefficient of friction in the stop tests.
The general arguments for that discussion, and the explanation of
500 lb.
4
36.25
33.60
30.75
34.48
28.16
24.30
35.22
28.38
23.99
31.08
22.72
20.42
1000 lb.
5
33.19
28.11
26.07
23.66
19.96
18.44
28.87
22.80
19.68
23.61
19.03
18.24
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TABLE 17
AVERAGE RATE OF DECREASE OF COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION WITH SPEED AS
DEFINED BY CONSTANT SPEED TESTS
For four shoe pressures, on chilled and steel wheels
Average Coefficient of Friction for Rate of Decrease of Coefficient with
Shoe Pressures of 500, 1000, 1500, Speed, Expressed in Percentage of
and 2000 lb. Coefficient at 20 Miles per Hour
Kind Wheel
of Speed
Wheels m.p.h. With With Average With With Average
Diamond Special for Both Diamond Special for Both
S Chilled Kinds of S Chilled Kinds of
Shoes Shoes Shoes Shoes Shoes Shoes
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Chilled 20 32.15 27.84 30.00 100 100 100
Wheels 30 27.88 22.34 25.11 87 80 84
AandC 40 25.65 19.57 22.61 80 70 75
Steel 20 25.21 23.94 24.58 100 100 100
Wheels 30 20.82 19.01 19.92 83 79 81
E and F 40 18.91 17.45 18.18 75 73 74
the derivation of these figures and tables and of their relations to
one another were there so elaborately set forth that it seems unnec-
essary here to repeat them in as great detail. The argument for
dealing finally with general average coefficients for all shoe pressures
applies with even greater force in these tests, because the rates of
decline of the coefficient with speed are here more nearly alike at
all pressures than in the stop tests.
Figures 19 and 20 represent the basic test results for all combina-
tions of shoe and wheel, the former relating to tests with Diamond S
shoes and the latter to tests with Special Chilled shoes. The upper-
most line in Fig. 19 represents the results obtained with Diamond S
shoes, tested on chilled wheels under 500 pounds shoe pressure, at
speeds of 20, 30, and 40 miles per hour; and its slope is a measure of
the rate at which, under this pressure, the coefficient of friction de-
clines with increase in speed. The three points defining this line are
located by plotting the first three coefficient values shown in column 4
of Table 16, with the appropriate speeds. All other lines in these two
figures have a similar significance and are similarly derived by plot-
ting the values of the coefficient given in columns 4 to 9 of Table 16.
They fall into four groups-one for each combination of shoe and
wheel.
Consideration, within each group, of the lines in Figs. 19 and 20
shows that, despite the approximate parallelism, there is generally a
gradual decrease in slope as we go toward the bottom of the figure;
and this suggests the inference that the rate of decline in the coeffi-
cient with increase in speed is about the same at all pressures. Spe-
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cific calculation of these rates of decline shows that, with few
exceptions, they are actually nearly alike at all pressures. Our pur-
pose in this discussion is to find a general statement for this rate of
decrease for the tests made with each combination of shoe and wheel;
and, if feasible, a similar generalization for the entire series. The
uniformity in the rate of decrease at the various pressures just
referred to justifies us, in pursuit of this purpose, in averaging the
coefficient values at all pressures, and in dealing thereafter with these
averages. These average values of the coefficient are given in column
10 of Table 16 where, for example, the first value, 32.15, is the average
of the four coefficients applying to the first four pressures; namely,
36.25, 33.19, 30.69, and 28.47.* The discussion from this point on
rests upon the values given in this column.
These average coefficients fall into four groups, each relating to a
particular combination of shoe and wheel; and for convenience of
comparison and discussion they are transposed to Table 17, where in
columns 3 and 4 they are rearranged to correspond with the four
wheel-shoe combinations. For Diamond S shoes on chilled wheels
these values are 32.15, 27.88, and 25.65 for speeds of 20, 30, and 40
miles per hour, respectively; and for this combination of wheel and
shoe they show the general relation between coefficient and speed.
The rate of decline of the coefficient as the speed increases through
this speed range may be defined by establishing the ratios between
these values. Using the coefficient at 20 miles per hour as the basis
of comparison, the coefficient at 30 miles is 87 per cent thereof, and
that at 40 miles is 80 per cent. These percentages are shown in
column 6 of Table 17. For the three other combinations of wheel
and shoe the rates of decline in the coefficient with speed are repre-
sented by the three other groups of percentages shown in columns 6
and 7; and these two columns may be accepted as defining for the
constant speed tests the influence of speed on the coefficient of
friction.
The ratios for chilled wheels shown in columns 6 and 7 are nearly
enough alike to warrant merging the coefficients for Diamond S and
Special Chilled shoes if we desire a generalization for both kinds of
shoes on chilled wheels. If we do this we find the general average
coefficients to be 30.00, 25.11, and 22.61, as given in column 5; and
*The discussion is limited throughout to the first four pressures, because for the tests at 40 m.p.h.
only these four pressures were used. If in finding the average for Diamond S shoes on chilled wheels
at 20 m.p.h. given in column 10 of Table 16 we should include the two coefficient values relating to
pressures of 2500 and 4000 lb. (columns 8 and 9), they would so lower the general average (32.15) as
to make it non-comparable with the average at 40 m.p.h. There is a decrease of the coefficient with
pressure as well as with speed, and if this pressure influence were allowed to exert itself more often at
one speed than at another, the comparison among the values of column 10 would not show the influence
of speed alone, as is desired.
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the ratios between these averages are given in column 8. With the
two kinds of shoes on steel wheels the similarity in rate of decline of
the coefficients as exhibited in columns 6 and 7 is considerably greater
than on chilled wheels, and there is, therefore, even better warrant
for combining them. Thus combined, they give the average coefficient
values shown in the lower part of column 5, and the ratios shown in
column 8.
Inspection of column 8 shows that the relative magnitudes of the
coefficients of friction obtained with both kinds of shoes on chilled
wheels at speeds of 20, 30, and 40 miles per hour are, respectively,
100, 84, and 75 per cent; and that with both kinds of shoes on steel
wheels the relative magnitudes are 100, 81, and 74 per cent. Once
again these ratios are so nearly alike that, going one step further in
generalizing the test results, we may combine the coefficients for
both kinds of shoes on both kinds of wheels; that is, we may average
for each speed the two coefficient values for that speed given in col-
umn 5. This process gives, as the general average values of the coeffi-
cient of friction for both kinds of shoes on both kinds of wheels,
27.29, 22.52, and 20.40, which relate respectively to speeds of 20,
30, and 40 miles per hour. The corresponding ratios* which approxi-
mately define the rate of decline of the coefficient of friction with
speed for the entire constant speed test series are 100, 83t and 75t
per cent.
The conclusions with respect to the influence of speed upon the
coefficient of friction in the constant speed tests may be summarized
thus. For each of the four combinations of shoe and wheel the rate
at which the coefficient of friction decreases with increase of speed is
defined with considerable accuracy by the four groups of ratios repre-
sented by the percentages given in columns 6 and 7 of Table 17.
If our purposes are served by greater generalization and less accuracy,
we may accept the following percentages as defining the rate of de-
cline of the coefficient with increase in speed:
Relative Magnitudes of the
Coefficients of Friction
at at at
20 m.p.h. 30 m.p.h. 40 m.p.h.
With both kinds of shoes on chilled
wheels.......................... 100 84 75
With both kinds of shoes on steel wheels 100 81 74
With both kinds of shoes on both kinds
of wheels........................ 100 83 75
*Neither these ratios nor the coefficient values from which they are derived are given in Table 17.
tThese values, like all the other ratio percentages, are given to the nearest unit. Their exact
values arc 82.5 and 74.7.
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FIa. 21. AVERAGE RATE OF DECREASE OF COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION
WITH SPEED, AS DEFINED BY CONSTANT SPEED TESTS
For Pressures of 500, 1000, 1500, and 2000 Pounds, on Both Chilled and Steel Wheels
The general average rates of decline in the coefficient with speed
are represented in Fig. 21. The two full lines show the relation
between coefficient and speed for each kind of shoe on chilled wheels;
they are defined by plotting the values given in columns 3 and 4 of
Table 17. The average relation for both kinds of shoes on chilled
wheels is represented by the line CC, which is defined by the values
in column 5. The two broken lines and the line SS show the corre-
sponding general relations between coefficient and speed for the tests
on steel wheels, and they are similarly derived.
26. Relation Between Tangential Pull and Speed.-The average
values of tangential pull obtained on both wheels of like kind, which
are given in columns 5, 9, 13, and 17 of Table 15, are plotted with
THE FRICTION OF RAILWAY BRAKE SHOES
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their appropriate speed values to define the lines in Figs. 22 and 23.
These lines show, for the various speeds, the relation between tan-
gential pull and speed; those in Fig. 22 for Diamond S shoes when
tested on both chilled and steel wheels, and those in Fig. 23 for
Special Chilled shoes.
These two figures need no comment, except to point out that
among the tests at the successive pressures they exhibit somewhat
greater regularity and uniformity in the decrease in tangential pull
with speed than are exhibited by Figs. 14 and 15, applying to the
stop tests.
27. Variations of Coefficient of Friction with Shoe Pressure.-As
in the other analyses, we shall again use, in discussing the influence
of shoe pressure on the coefficient of friction, the average values of
the coefficient on both wheels of like kind. These averages are given,
in each of the four divisions of Table 15, for each combination of
pressure and speed. Assembling for each combination of shoe and
wheel the average coefficient values obtained under the various pres-
sures at any particular speed, we may establish for that speed the
influence of pressure. Thus arranged the coefficients exhibit an
almost invariable decrease as the pressure decreases. We may define
the rate of this decrease by establishing for each coefficient the ratio
it bears to the coefficient at the lowest pressure-500 pounds. These
ratios have been calculated for successive values of the coefficient at
all three speeds for each of the four wheel-shoe combinations; and
they are presented in Table 18, where they are expressed as per-
centages. In this table are given also the corresponding ratios based
upon average values of the coefficient for all three speeds at each
pressure; these appear in the last line in each group of the table, and
they define the general rate of decline of the coefficient for the group.
In its purpose and derivation Table 18 is similar to Table 11, which
presents the corresponding ratios for the stop tests. If the brief
explanation here given of the derivation of Table 18 is not sufficiently
clear, it may perhaps become so by reference to the more elaborate
explanation of Table 11, given in Section 20.
Table 18 exhibits, as stated, an almost invariable and marked
decline in the coefficient of friction as the pressure increases.* The
aggregate decrease in passing from 500 to 4000 pounds varies from
about forty to about fifty per cent; that is, the coefficient decreases
almost by half in passing through that range in pressure.
*There is only one exception. This occurs in the tests at 20 m.p.h. with Special Chilled shoes
on chilled wheels, in passing from 2000 lb. pressure to 2500 lb.; here the coefficient increases slightly-
from 22.61 to 22.76.
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TABLE 18
RATE OF VARIATION OF COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION WITH SHOE PRESSURE IN
CONSTANT SPEED TESTS
Kind
of
Shoes
2
Diamond
S
Shoes
Wheel
Speed
m.p.h.
3
20
30
40
Kind
of
Wheels
On
Chilled
Wheels
On
Steel
Wheels
Relative Magnitudes of the Coefficients of Friction at Six Shoe Pressures,
Expressed, for Each Speed, as Percentages of Coefficient at 500 lb.
Shoe Pressure and at That Speed
500 lb. 1000 lb.
Pressure Pressure
4 5
100 91.6
100 83.7
100 84.8
100 86.8
100 82.0
100 80.3
100 82.0
100 81.4
1500 lb. 2000 lb. 2500 lb.
Pressure Pressure Pressure
6 7 8
84.7 78.5 73.5
78.8 69.4 64.8
77.8 71.1
80.6 73.2
70.0 64.2 64.6
67.5 67.0 63.0
72.6 71.7
69.9 67.2
100 68.6 63.7 60.2 58.7
100 70 9 fi3 61 59 2
Shoes 40 100 75.9 69.1 66.3 ....
Av. for 3 Speeds 100 71.4 65.3 62.1
Special 20 100 76.0 67.1 65.0 62.8
Chilled 30 100 83.8 76.6 74.2 71.2
Shoes 40 100 89.3 78.6 75.7
Av. for 3 Speeds 100 82.0 73.2 70.7
4000 lb.
Pressure
9
61.7
54.7
50.5
56.1
I I I ______________
If in any of the four groups we compare the rates of decline in
the coefficient at the three speeds, it is to be observed that, with
very few exceptions, the decrease from one pressure to the next is
approximately the same at the three speeds.
Within each group the general rate of decrease in the coefficient
is defined by the last line of ratios, designated as the "average for 3
speeds." For reasons analogous to those stated in the footnote on
page 64, in Section 25, these ratios are presented for the four lowest
pressures only. They are derived from the average values of the
coefficient for all three speeds given in Table 15; and these average
coefficients are plotted, for each combination of shoe and wheel in
Fig. 24. This figure exhibits, more clearly than the ratios in the
table, the general relations between coefficient of friction and pres-
sure. Figure 24 shows that, excepting the tests with Diamond S
shoes on steel wheels, there is marked uniformity in the rate of decline
of the coefficient with increasing pressure.
Comparison of Figs. 24 and 18 shows that the decline in coefficient
with increase in pressure is much greater and more definite in the
constant speed tests than in the stop tests; but in this connection it
should be remembered that the pressure range of the former lies
below that of the latter.
Av. ior 3 Speeds
Special 20
Chilled 30
Shoes 40
Av. for 3 Speeds
Diamond 20
S 3n
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BroA-e Shoe Pressure /n Pouh'ds
FIG. 24. AVERAGE RATE OF VARIATION OF COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION WITH
BRAKE SHOE PRESSURE, AS DEFINED BY CONSTANT SPEED TESTS
For All Three Speeds, on Both Chilled and Steel Wheels
28. Difference in Performance of Diamond S and Special Chilled
Shoes.-If we average all the coefficient values of the constant speed
tests made on both chilled wheels, and also those made on both steel
wheels under like conditions of pressure and speed, they fall into
30 pairs; and in each pair the conditions as regards kind of wheel,
shoe pressure, and speed are identical, the only difference being that
one coefficient for the pair was produced by Diamond S shoes and
the other by Special Chilled shoes. These pairs of values consequent-
ly provide a basis for determining the difference in performance of
the two kinds of shoes. These values of the coefficient of friction are
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TABLE 19
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN COEFFICIENTS OF FRICTION PRODUCED IN CONSTANT SPEED
TESTS BY DIAMOND S SHOES AND BY SPECIAL CHILLED SHOES
On Chilled Wheels A and C On Steel Wheels E and F
Average Coefficient on Excess of Average Coefficient on Excess of
Wheel Both Wheels Coefficient for Both Wheels Cofficeient for
Speed per cent Diamond S per cent Diamond S
m.p.h. Shoes over _ _ Shoes over
With With Special
Diamond Special Chilled
S Chilled Shoes
Shoes Shoes per cent
2 3 4 5
20 36.25 35.22 2.9
30 33.60 28.38 18.4
40 30.75 23.99 28.2
With With Special
Diamond Special Chilled
S Chilled Shoes
Shoes Shoes per cent
6 7 8
34.48 31.08 10.9
28.16 22.72 23.9
24.30 20.42 19.0
28.98 24.74 17.1
23.66 23.61 0.2l1 ua 10 0 4l
Av. for 3 Speeds 33;5.3 29.20 14.8
1000 20 33.19 28.87 15.0
2) 22 80• 23 3) q
40 26.07 19.68 32.5 18.44 18.24 1.1
Av. for 3 Speeds 29.12 23.78 1 22.5 20.69 20.29 2.0
1500 20 30.69 24.64 24.6 21.96 20.85 5.3
30 26.48 19.17 38.1 17.98 17.41 3.3
40 23.93 17.42 37.4 16.79 16.05 4 6
Av. for 3 Speeds 27.03 20.41 32.4 18.91 18.10 45
2000 20 28.47 22.61 25.9 20.74 20.20 2.7
30 23.33 19.01 22.7 17.18 16.86 1.9
40 21.86 17.20 27.1 16.11 15.451 4.3
Av. for 3 Speeds 24.55 19.61 25.2 18.01 17.50 2.9
2500 20 26.66 22.76 17.1 20.24 19.51 3.7
30 21.78 17.88 21.8 16.68 16.18 3.1
Av. for 2 Speeds 24.22 20.32 19.2 1846 17.85 3.4
4000 20 22.37 19.25 16.2 17.42 17.45 0.2*
*In this one instance the greater coefficient is produced by Special Chilled Shoes.
presented in Table 19; those obtained on chilled wheels are given in
columns 3 and 4, and those obtained on steel wheels in columns 6
and 7. Adjacent values in either pair of columns are comparable,
and their difference is a measure of the difference in performance of
the two kinds of shoes.
In all but one* of these pairs the greater coefficient was produced
by Diamond S shoes. The excess has been calculated for each pair
of values, and is given in column 5 or column 8, where it is expressed
as a percentage of the smaller coefficient. The maximum value of
this excess is 38.1 per cent. Among the coefficients obtained on
chilled wheels the excess (with two exceptions) increases as the speed
increases; but among those obtained on steel wheels there is no such
regularity in its variation. Except at a shoe pressure of 500 pounds,
*This is the pair pertaining to tests on steel wheels, under 4000 lb. pressure and at 20 m.p.h.
Shoe
Pressure
lb.
1500
500
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the excess of the coefficients produced by Diamond S shoes is very
much greater on chilled wheels than on steel wheels.
29. Difference in Brake Shoe Performance on New Wheels and
Used Wheels.-The values of the coefficient of friction given in Table
15 may be reduced to 60 pairs in each of which the test conditions
are alike, except that one coefficient of the pair was obtained on a
new wheel and the other on a used wheel. In 47 of these pairs the
coefficient is greater on the new wheels; whereas in the 13 remaining
pairs it is greater on the used wheels. Eight of these thirteen excep-
tions to the prevailing tendency occur in tests made with Diamond S
shoes on steel wheels; and the five others occur in tests with Special
Chilled shoes on chilled wheels. Among the sixty pairs of tests the
excess of one coefficient over the other varies considerably in amount.
The general magnitude of the difference is better disclosed by
dealing with the general average values of the coefficient at all speeds
and pressures. These general averages are given at the bottom of
Table 15 for each of the four combinations of shoe and wheel; and for
convenience of comparison they are repeated in columns 2 to 5 in
the upper part of Table 20. Comparing these values, it is to be
observed that the coefficient produced on the new wheels is greater
than that produced on the used wheels in all four combinations of
shoe and wheel. The percentage excess varies from a minimum of
0.1 of one per cent with Diamond S shoes on steel wheels to a maxi-
mum of 11.8 per cent with Diamond S shoes on chilled wheels. Con-
sidering both kinds of shoes together, the general excess on chilled
wheels is 7.4 per cent, and on steel wheels, 4.3 per cent. These per-
centages are shown in the upper part of Table 20, in columns 6 and 8.
30. Difference in Brake Shoe Performance on Chilled Wheels and
Steel Wheels.-In the discussion, in Section 23, of the difference in
the performance of brake shoes on the two kinds of wheels as ex-
hibited in the stop tests, certain observations were made as to the
practical importance of this difference and the desirability of giving
it adequate recognition in practice. These observations need not be
repeated here, although they are equally relevant in this discussion;
for if the recognition of this difference is important in the stopping of
trains, it is certainly not less important in the problems which arise
in checking their speed on long grades by intermittent shoe applica-
tions, such as were simulated in the constant speed tests.
The results of the constant speed tests exhibit the same superiority
in the coefficient of friction and the tangential pull for chilled wheels
THE FRICTION OF RAIL 
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TABLE 20
DIFFERENCES IN PERFORMANCE OF BRAKE SHOES ON NEW AND USED WHEELS AND
ON CHILLED AND STEEL WHEELS IN CONSTANT SPEED TESTS
Based on general average values of the coefficients of friction at all speeds and all pressures
Coefficients of Friction-per cent
General Average Values at All
Speeds and Pressures
Chilled Wheels
Used
Wheel
C
3
26.03
22.35
24.19
Steel Wheels
New Used
Wheel Wheel
E F
4 5
20.95 20.93
20.52 18.82
20.74 19.88
Percentage Excess of One Coefficient over the
Other, in Comparable Pairs of Values in
Columns 2 to 5
Chilled Wheels
New
Wheel
A
6
11.8
2.1
7.4
Used
Wheel
C
7
Steel Wheels
New Used
Wheel Wheel
E F
8 9
0.1
9.0
4.3
General Average Results for Both New and Used Wheels
Diamond S 27.57 20.94 31.7
Special
Chilled 22.59 19.67 14.8
Both Kinds
of Shoes 25.08 20.31 23.5 ....
as was exhibited by the results of the stop tests, indood the magnitude
of the excess for chilled wheels is considerably greater in the cun-
stant speed tests. If we compare the values of coefficient or pull given
in Table 15, using either the average values obtained on the new chilled
wheel and the new steel wheel, or those obtained on the used wheels
of each kind, we find that, without any exceptions, the coefficient and
the pull produced on chilled wheels are greater than those produced
on steel wheels under identical conditions of pressure and speed-
whether we deal with the results produced by Diamond S shoes or
those produced by Special Chilled shoes. Here again the magnitude
of the excess and its invariable occurrence leave no question as to
its reality nor any ground for doubt that it arises from qualities
inherent in the chilled wheel.
Before proceeding to a more detailed examination of these differ-
ences under the individual combinations of pressure and speed, it
will be of interest to exhibit their general average magnitudes by
comparing the average values of the coefficient of friction at all pres-
sures and speeds on both chilled wheels with the values on both steel
wheels. The discussion from here on is presented in terms of coeffi-
cient alone, comment on the differences in tangential pull being with-
Kind of
Shoes
c 1
Diamond S
Special
Chilled
Both Kinds
of Shoes
New
Wheel
A
2
29.11
22.83
25.97
Coefficients of Friction--per centGeneral Average Values at AllSpeeds and Pressur s
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held until the end of the section. The general average values of the
coefficient just referred to are given in the last line of Table 15, and
they are repeated and rearranged in the lower part of Table 20. For
all tests with Diamond S shoes the average coefficient on chilled
wheels is 27.57, and on steel wheels 20.94; the coefficient on chilled
wheels is therefore 31.7 per cent greater than that on steel wheels.
With Special Chilled shoes the corresponding values of the coefficient
are 22.59 and 19.67, showing an excess on chilled wheels of 14.8 per
cent. If we combine the results produced by both kinds of shoes we
obtain as the overall average value of the coefficient on chilled wheels,
25.08, and on steel wheels, 20.31; in this case the excess on chilled
wheels is 23.5 per cent. The general magnitude of the difference in
performance on the two kinds of wheels is therefore indicated by the
fact that in the 100 tests made (with both kinds of shoes at all the
various pressures and speeds) on chilled wheels, the general average
coefficient of friction is 23.5 per cent greater than in the 102 corre-
sponding tests made on steel wheels. Specific comparisons are based
upon the values shown in Table 21, which is explained in the next
two paragraphs.
In Table 15, which embodies all the results of the constant speed
tests, are given the average values of the coefficient of friction on
new and used chilled wheels (A and C) and on new and used steel
wheels (E and F), fur each kind of shoe and under each combination
uf pressure and speed. These averages are transferred to Table 21,
and there rearranged to permit convenient comparison of the coeffi-
cients produced on chilled wheels with those produced on steel wheels.
The coefficients obtained with Diamond S shoes appear in columns
5 and 6, and the.percentage excess of those produced on chilled wheels
over those produced on steel wheels is given in column 7. The coeffi-
cients obtained with Special Chilled shoes appear in columns 10 and
11, and the percentage excess on chilled wheels in column 12. In
further consideration of this excess attention may be confined to the
percentages shown in columns 7 and 12.
Considering first the performance with Diamond S shoes (column
7), it is to be noted that in the tests made under 500 pounds pressure
the excess of the coefficient on chilled wheels grows greater as the
speed increases; but that under all other pressures the excess remains
nearly the same at all speeds. The greatest excesses occur in the tests
made under 1500 pounds shoe pressure; and the maximum difference
for the entire test series, 47.3 per cent, falls in this group. At the six
successive pressures the average excesses for all speeds under each
pressure are, respectively, 15.7, 40.7, 42.9, 36.3, 31.2, and 28.4 per
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TABLE 21
EXCESS OF COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION AND TANGENTIAL PULL OBTAINED ON CHILLED
WHEELS OVER THOSE OBTAINED ON STEEL WHEELS IN CONSTANT SPEED TESTS
With Diamond S Shoes
Tangential
Pull. Average
on Both
Wheels of
Like Kind
lb.
On On
Chilled Steel
Wheels Wheels
Aand C Eand I
3 4
181 172
168 141
154 122
332 237
281 200
261 184
460 329
397 270
359 252
569 415
467 344
437 322
667 506
545 417
895 697
Coefficient of
Friction. Average
on Both Wheels of
Like Kind
per cent
On
Chilled
Wheels
A and C
5
36.25
33.60
30,75
33.53
33.19
28.11
26.07
29.12
30.69
26.48
23.93
27.03
28.47
23.33
21.86
24.55
26.66
21.78
24.22
22.37
On
Steel
Wheels
E and F
Shoe
Pressure
lb.
1
500
Excess o
Coeffi-
cient of
Friction
(or Tan-
gential
Pull) on
Chilled
Wheels
over thai
on Steel
Wheels
per cent
7
5.1
19.3
26.5
15.7
40.3
40.8
41.4
40.7
39.8
47.3
42.5
42.9
37.3
35.8
35.7
36.3
31.7
30.6
31.2
28.4
With Special Chilled Shoes
Tangential
Pull. Average
on Both
Wheels of
Like Kind
lb.
On On
Chilled Steel
Wheels Wheels
A and C Eand I
Wheel
Speed
m.p.h.
2
20
30
40
Coefficient of
Friction. Average
on Both Wheels of
Like Kind
per cent
On On
Chilled Steel
Wheels Wheels
AandC EandF
10 11
35.22 31.08
28.38 22.72
23.99 20.42
29.20 24.74
28.87 23.61
22.80 19.03
19.68 18.24
23.78 20.29
24.64 20.85
19.17 17.41
17.42 16.05
20.41 18.10
22.61 20.20
19.01 16.86
17.20 15.45
19.61 17.50
22.76 19.51
17.88 16.18
20.32 17.85
19.25 17.45
Excess of
Coeffi-
cient of
Friction
(or Tan-
gential
Pull) on
Chilled
Wheels
over that
on Steel
Wheels
per cent
12
13.3
24.9
17.5
18.0
22.3
19.8
7.9
17.2
18.2
10.1
8.5
12.8
11.9
12.8
11.3
12.1
16.7
10.5
13.8
10.3
cent. With Special Chilled shoes there is but little regularity in the
variations of the excess, either with speed or with pressure; although
it is, in general, greater at pressures of 500 and 1000 pounds than at
the higher pressures. With these shoes the average excesses for the
successive pressures are, respectively, 18.0, 17.2, 12.8, 12.1, 13.8, and
10.3 per cent.
The relationships shown in Table 21 are represented also in Figs.
19 and 20, in which the coefficients at the various pressures and speeds
are plotted for both chilled and steel wheels. The values of the coeffi-
cient which define the lines in these figures are those given in columns
5 and 6 or columns 10 and 11 of Table 21. The general relations
between the coefficients on chilled and steel wheels are represented in
Fig. 21, in which the plotted coefficient values are the averages, at
6
34.48
28.16
24.30
28.98
23.66
19.96
18.44
20.69
21.96
17.98
16.79
18.91
20.74
17.18
16.11
18.01
20.24
16.68
18.46
17.42
8 9
176 155
142 114
120 102
289 236
228 190
197 182
370 313
288 261
261 241
452 404
380 337
344 309
569 488
447 405
770 698
Av. for 3 Speeds
1000 20
30
40
Av. for 3 Speeds
1500 20
30
40
Av. for 3 Speeds
2000 20
30
40
Av. for 3 Speeds
2500 20
30
Av. for 2 Speeds
4000 20
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each speed, for the first four pressures. This figure consequently
exhibits graphically the general superiority of the coefficient on
chilled wheels.
The values of tangential pull shown in columns 3 and 4 or columns
8 and 9 in Table 21 are transferred from Table 15; they are, however,
here given to the nearest unit instead of to the first place of decimals,
as in Table 15. Because of the direct relation between coefficient and
pull, these values, of course, show the same superiority of performance
on chilled wheels as is shown by the values of the coefficient; and the
percentages of excess given in columns 7 and 12 of Table 21 apply
equally to them. Figures 22 and 23 likewise show the excess in tan-
gential pull realized on the chilled wheels at each of the six shoe pres-
sures. The values of pull plotted in these figures are those given in
columns 3 and 4 or columns 8 and 9 of Table 21.
VII. RESULTS OF FIFTEEN-MINUTE CONSTANT SPEED TESTS
The fifteen-minute constant speed tests constitute the last of the
three series. They differ from the other constant speed tests chiefly
in the duration of the application of the shoe. It will be recalled that
in the latter there were ten applications, each lasting for 190 revolu-
tions of the wheel, separated by cooling periods of a little more than
three times the duration of the applications; whereas in the fifteen-
minute tests the shoe was in continuous contact for fifteen minutes,
one such application constituting a test.
There has long existed, among railroad men, an impression that
under long-continued brake shoe applications there is a breakdown
in the frictional quality of the shoe, it being assumed that the coeffi-
cient of friction decreased considerably on account of the heating of
the shoe and wheel. The tests were undertaken in order to check
the validity of this opinion. It may be stated at once that the test
results lend no color to this view.
31. Tabular Summary of Results.-The fifteen-minute series com-
prises 28 tests-one test with each of two shoes, on each of two wheels,
under eachl of seven combinations of pressure and speed. The tests
were made on the used wheels only, wheels C and F. The test results
are set forth in Table 22, which shows the values of tangential pull
and coefficient of friction obtained under each combination of pres-
sure and speed, first for Diamond S shoes on both wheels and then
for Special Chilled shoes. The table shows also the average values of
these quantities for each pressure and, in the last line, the general
averages for all speeds and pressures.
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32. Comparison of Results of Fifteen-Minute Constant Speed Tests
and of Constant Speed Tests of Second Series.-In view of the purpose
for which these tests were undertaken, the discussion of their results
in this chapter will be directed chiefly to comparing them with the
results of the constant speed tests of the second series. For the sake
of brevity the tests of the third series will be hereafter designated as
"fifteen-minute tests," and those of the second series as "constant
speed tests," although both series were run at constant wheel speed.
Before proceeding with the comparison it may be well to restate the
fact that during the fifteen-minute tests there was no attempt to cool
either the shoe or the wheel. Such cooling as occurred was merely
that arising from the normal radiation and the convection set up by
the wheel rotating in the air of the laboratory. During all these
tests the brake shoe became red-hot; sometimes for a fraction of an
inch back from its contact face, sometimes throughout its entire body.
During all tests minute particles of red-hot metal issued from beneath
the shoe. Under the more severe combinations of pressure and speed
the wheel tread likewise became red-hot over almost its entire width.
It should be borne in mind, too, that in the constant speed tests the
duration of any one of the ten applications was about 0.9 of a minute
at wheel speeds of 20 miles per hour, and only half that time at 40
miles per hour; and that the duration of the application in the
fifteen-minute tests was, consequently, from about 16 to about 32
times as great as in the other tests.
The comparable values of coefficient of friction for the two series
are brought together in Table 23. The coefficients produced in the
constant speed tests, shown in columns 3, 6, 9, and 12, are those
given for wheels C and F in Table 15; the coefficients for the fifteen-
minute tests, which appear in columns 4, 7, 10, and 13, are transferred
from Table 22. The excess of one coefficient over the other is defined
by the percentages given in columns 5, 8, 11, and 14.
Comparison of the coefficients which were produced in the two
test series, and which appear side by side in Table 23, reveals at once
that, in general, the coefficients obtained during the fifteen-minute
tests are greater than those obtained in the constant speed tests; this
is true of 24 of the 28 pairs of basic test results shown in the table.
In the four* remaining pairs, the greater coefficient occurs in the con-
stant speed tests. The general excess of the coefficient produced in
the fifteen-minute applications varies from 0.7 of one per cent to as
much as 37.4 per cent. With both kinds of shoes the greater excesses
*These four pairs are denoted in the table by the asterisks. The two averages similarly denoted
are, of course, excluded from the statement.
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TABLE 24
BRAKE SHOE WEAR IN CONSTANT SPEED TESTS AND IN FIFTEEN-MINUTE TESTS
In Constant Speed Tests In Fifteen-Minute Tests
Wheel Kind of Shoe-Wear, Shoe-Wear,Shoes Foot-Pounds in Pounds Foot-Pounds in Pounds
of Work per 100 of Work per 100
Performed Million Performed Million
Foot-Pounds Foot-Pounds
of Work of Work
1 2 3 4 5 6
On Chilled Diamond S 159 098 800 0.346 136 279 600 0.396
Wheel C Special Chilled 170 936 800 0.497 127 939 100 0.649
On Steel Diamond S 122 636 400 0.530 122 161 100 0.327
Wheel F Special Chilled 150 908 600 0.583 102 878 600 0.642
occur in tests on the steel wheel; the disparity in this respect being
greater with Diamond S than with Special Chilled shoes.
Obviously there is nothing in these facts to support the assump-
tion of a breakdown in the frictional quality of shoe or wheel under
long-continued brake applications made within the limits of speed
and pressure employed in these tests; for the preponderating evidence
from the tests leads to the opposite conclusion. There is little occa-
sion for surprise in this outcome; for both experiment and experience
show that with unlubricated materials the greater coefficient is fre-
quently produced with the softer material-at any rate when one of
the contacting materials is softer. In so far, therefore, as long-
continued brake shoe applications may soften the shoe we should be
warranted in anticipating just such an increase in the coefficient of
friction as is shown by these tests.
In this connection it is interesting to compare the brake shoe wear
developed in the two test series. This is shown, for wheels C and F,
in Table 24, where in columns 4 and 6 is shown the weight of material
worn from each shoe in performing 100 million foot-pounds of work.
The wear during the constant speed tests appears in column 4, and
that during the fifteen-minute tests in column 6. With one exception,
the wear is greater in the latter series. The quantity of work shown
for each shoe in columns 3 and 5 is the total amount of work per-
formed by the shoe in the entire test series; the values for the constant
speed tests consequently include some work performed under com-
binations of pressure and speed which were not used in the fifteen-
minute tests, and specific conclusions ought not, therefore, to be
drawn from Table 24 as to the exact relation between rates of wear
in the two series. The relations shown in the table do, however,
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warrant the conclusion that in general the rate of wear is greater
under the long-continued applications, and this supports the inference
previously drawn, namely, that the increase in coefficient in the
fifteen-minute tests is caused by a softening of the shoe material.
33. Variation of Coefficient of Friction with Speed and with Pres-
sure.-The fifteen-minute tests exhibit a decrease in the coefficient
with speed and with pressure similar to the decrease developed in the
two other test series. The decrease in the coefficient as the speed
increases is shown in Table 22. Among the 28 tests there is no ex-
ception to the general tendency. With but two exceptions, these
tests likewise show a decline in the coefficient with increasing shoe
pressure, when we compare, for any wheel and shoe combination, the
coefficients developed in tests at the same speed.
34. Variations in Tangential Pull During Fifteen-Minute Periods
of Application.-The values of pull and coefficient given in Table 22
are average values for the whole period of application of the shoe.
While the tests were in progress, question arose as to whether there
was any considerable fluctuation in these quantities during the prog-
ress of the application, and the test records were therefore so analysed
as to show these variations. For this purpose the chart of tangential
pull was divided into sections, each of which corresponded to approxi-
mately 450 revolutions of the wheel;* within each of these sections
the pull was then measured at ten equidistant points and the ten
resulting values were averaged to find the average pull for the section.
The successive values of pull thus determined are plotted in Figs. 25
and 26, the former applying to the tests with Diamond S, and the
latter to those with Special Chilled shoes. Each of the fourteen lines
in each figure applies to a particular combination of wheel, speed,
and pressure.
Casual consideration of these figures may lead to the incorrect
conclusion that the fluctuations in pull during tests represented by
the upper lines in these figures were greater than in tests represented
by the lower lines. The percentage deviation of the individual points
from the general average for the test, however, is actually not very
different among the various lines of Figs. 25 and 26. The apparent
difference arises from the wide range in pull realized during the tests,
and the consequent wide differences in the bases upon which the per-
*The duration of that part of the application corresponding to each section was:
For the tests made at 20 m.p.h., 2.2 minutes.
For the tests made at 30 m.p.h., 1.5 minutes.
For the tests made at 40 m.p.h., 1.1 minutes.
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FIG. 25. VARIATION OF TANGENTIAL PULL WITH DURATION OF APPLICATION OF SHOE,
AS DEFINED BY FIFTEEN-MINUTE CONSTANT SPEED TESTS
For Diamond S Shoes, on Both Used Wheels
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FIG. 26. VARIATION OF TANGENTIAL PULL WITH DURATION OF APPLICATION OF SHOE,.
AS DEFINED BY FIFTEEN-MINUTE CONSTANT SPEED TESTS
For Special Chilled Shoes, on Both Used Wheels
centage deviation must be calculated. This point is illustrated in
Fig. 27, in which two of the "curves" of Fig. 25 are reproduced to the
same scale, their average values shown, and the greatest deviations
above and below the average stated. The upper curve in Fig. 27 is
the one next to the highest in Fig. 25; and the lower one is the third
full-line curve from the bottom of that figure. Despite the greater
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approach to straightness in the lower curve of Fig. 27, its deviations
above and below the average (5.3 and 4.0 per cent) are nearly as great
as in the upper curve, which is much more broken, but in which,
nevertheless, the deviations are only 5.1 and 6.8 per cent.
Returning now to Figs. 25 and 26, it is first to be observed that
with neither Diamond S nor Special Chilled shoes is there any con-
stant tendency for the pull steadily to fall or steadily to rise during
the progress of the fifteen-minute applications. It does either or
neither with about equal frequency. If there were any basis for the
assumption of a universal breakdown in pull under long-continued
application, we would expect to find that decrease more marked in
the tests made under 2500 pounds pressure than in those under lower
pressures; but the high-pressure tests show no more uniformity in
this respect than the others.
One fairly consistent tendency is revealed by the lines in Fig. 25;
this is a tendency for the pull to increase during the early part of the
^ -* 4 I i i I I
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application. Among the 14 tests with Diamond S shoes represented
in this figure, there is only one in which this initial increase does not
occur. Among the tests made with Special Chilled shoes (Fig. 26),
however, there is a contrary tendency, for nine of the fourteen tests
reveal an initial decrease in pull.
VIII. SUMMARY OF TEST PROGRAM AND RESULTS
This chapter consists of a very brief statement of the test pur-
poses, program, and procedure, and a summary of the results. It is
of necessity a restatement of what has been said elsewhere in more
detail. Its purpose is to provide a general view of the procedure and
results for those who may wish some perspective of the research
before studying the detailed report.
The investigation was undertaken in order to determine the tan-
gential pull and the coefficient of friction produced by two kinds of
brake shoes on both chilled iron wheels and steel wheels; and to find
the variations of the pull and the coefficient with speed, with pressure,
and with duration of application, and also their differences on the
two kinds of wheels.
The shoes used were Diamond S shoes and Special Chilled
shoes, the former being a cast iron shoe with an embedded steel mesh,
the latter a plain cast iron shoe; both had chilled ends. The tests
were made on four wheels-two chilled iron wheels, one of which was
new and the other partly worn, and two steel wheels, one new and
one partly worn.
Three kinds of tests were made during the investigation, namely,
Series 1-Stop Tests
Series 2-Constant Speed Tests
Series 3-Fifteen-Minute Constant Speed Tests
In the stop tests the shoe was applied when the wheel in the testing
machine had attained the desired speed; and the wheel and the at-
tached rotating parts of the machine were brought to rest under the
action of the shoe. Five such stops under identical conditions of
pressure and speed constituted one test; and the series comprises 169
tests, or 845 stops. These tests simulate the conditions under which
a train is brought to rest by the application of the brakes.
In the constant speed tests the wheel of the testing machine was
kept running at uniform speed by means of the testing machine
engine, while the shoe was alternately applied and released; the dura-
tion of the application being 190 revolutions of the wheel, and of the
release period 610 revolutions. Ten such applications constituted
one test, and the series comprises 202 tests. These test conditions
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simulate those which prevail in bringing a train down a long grade.
The third series, the fifteen-minute tests, was a modification of
the second. In them the shoe was continuously applied to the wheel
for fifteen minutes, the wheel being driven at uniform speed and no
attempt made to cool either the shoe or the wheel. One such appli-
cation constituted a test; and the series includes 28 tests, each made
under a different combination of wheel, pressure, and speed. These
tests were made on two of the four test wheels only.
In the three series the range in speed and in pressure was as
follows: Range in Range in
Speed Pressure
m.p.h. lb.
Stop Tests... .................... . . . 20 to 60 2250 to 4500
Constant Speed Tests....................... 20 to 40 500 to 4000
Fifteen-Minute Tests ....................... 20 to 40 1500 to 2500
Since the general trends in the variation of the coefficient of
friction with speed, pressure, kind of shoe, and the like, are similar
in the stop tests and in the constant speed tests, the results of these
two series are stated together in the paragraphs which immediately
follow. The results of the fifteen-minute tests are stated at the end
of this chapter.
35. Variation of Coefficient of Friction with Speed.-In both the
stop tests and the constant speed tests there was a marked decrease
in coefficient of friction and in tangential pull as the wheel speed was
increased under any given test pressure. This is true of the results
produced by both kinds of shoes on all four wheels. This decrease
with speed has -been discussed in detail in Sections 17 and 25, in
Chapters V and VI respectively.
36. Variation of Coefficient of Friction with Shoe Pressure.-In
both series the pull and the coefficient decline, in general, as the shoe
pressure is increased. In the stop tests the decline is somewhat
irregular and less in amount than in the constant speed tests. In the
latter the decline is not only greater, but it occurs almost invariably
with both kinds of shoes and all four wheels. In the constant speed
tests the coefficient at 2000 pounds shoe pressure was only about
two-thirds as great as at 500 pounds pressure. The facts with respect
to this decrease with pressure are set forth in Sections 20 and 27.
37. Difference in Performance of Diamond S and Special Chilled
Shoes.-In both the stop tests and the constant speed tests, the
coefficient of friction produced by Diamond S shoes is greater than
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that produced by Special Chilled shoes under the same conditions of
shoe pressure, speed, and kind of wheel; and whatever is here said
of the coefficient is, of course, equally true of the tangential pull.
In the stop tests, among 40 pairs of comparable average values of
the coefficient there are only five pairs in which the coefficient pro-
duced by Diamond S shoes is not greater than that produced by
Special Chilled shoes; and in the constant speed tests there is only
one such exception among 30 pairs of comparable values. The excess
with Diamond S shoes is frequently of notable amount, running as
high as 32 per cent in the stop tests, and 38 per cent in the constant
speed tests. This difference in performance of the two kinds of shoes
is discussed at length in Sections 21 and 28.
38. Difference in Brake Shoe Performance on New Wheels and
Used Wheels.-Since in Series 1 and Series 2 tests with each kind of
shoe were made on each of two new wheels and on each of two used
wheels, there are in each series four pairs of combinations of shoe and
wheel. In each of these pairs the only difference is that the tests in
one instance were made on a new wheel, and in the other, on a used
wheel.
In the stop tests, in one of these pairs (Diamond S shoes on chilled
wheels) the greater coefficient was produced on the new wheel, the
excess over that on the used wheel being 11.2 per cent. In the three
other pairs the excess occurs in tests made on the used wheels, and
it ranges from 6.5 to 15.5 per cent.
In the four corresponding pairs of general average values of the
coefficient produced in the constant speed tests, the coefficient is,
without exception, greater on the new wheels, the excess ranging in
amount from 0.1 to 11.8 per cent. These comparisons, in both series,
rest upon general average values at all speeds and all pressures.
When we deal with comparable values derived under particular com-
binations of pressure and speed, there are exceptions to the general
tendencies which have just been cited. These differences on new
and used wheels are discussed in Sections 22 and 29.
39. Difference in Brake Shoe Performance on Chilled Wheels and
Steel Wheels.-The results of both stop tests and constant speed tests
disclose a notable difference in performance on the two kinds of
wheels. With exceptions so infrequent as to be practically negligible,
both the coefficient of friction and the tangential pull are greater on
chilled wheels than on steel wheels under identical conditions of shoe
pressure and speed, with both kinds of shoes.
Dealing with average values of coefficient and pull on new and
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used wheels of like kind, there are in the results of the stop tests
40 pairs of comparable values of these two quantities. Among these
40 pairs there are only three in which the coefficient and pull are not
greater on chilled wheels than on steel wheels, and in these three
exceptions the general tendency is just barely reversed, the excesses
on the steel wheels being respectively only 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 per cent;
whereas in the remaining 37 pairs of values the excess on the chilled
wheels ranges from 0.1 to as much as 36.5 per cent. For the entire
stop test series the general average excess on chilled wheels is 16.7
per cent.
The results of the constant speed tests likewise exhibit a marked
superiority of coefficient and pull obtained on chilled wheels; and in
this series not only is the excess somewhat greater than in the stop
tests, but there are no exceptions whatever to the general tendency.
The coefficient and pull are greater on the chilled than on the steel
wheels, whether we deal with the results produced by Diamond S
shoes or Special Chilled shoes, on either new wheels or used wheels.
The excess ranges from 5.1 per cent to as much as 47.3 per cent.
Comparing the general average values of pull and coefficient produced
during 100 constant speed tests on chilled wheels, with the corre-
sponding average values produced in 102 tests on steel wheels, the
average excess on the chilled wheels is 23.5 per cent. These differ-
ences in performance on the two kinds of wheels are discussed in
Sections 23 and 30, and they are exhibited in the tables and figures
presented in those sections.
40. Results of Fifteen-Minute Constant Speed Tests.-These tests
were undertaken in order to try to check the validity of an opinion
long prevalent among railroad men, namely, that in long-continued
brake shoe applications there is a general breakdown in the coefficient
of friction. These fifteen-minute tests were made under some of the
combinations of pressure and speed used in the constant speed tests
of the second series, and their results are directly comparable with
the corresponding results of that series. The duration of the fifteen-
minute tests was from 16 to 32 times as great as the duration of the
individual applications of the constant speed tests.
The results of these tests lend no support to the opinion just cited;
they not only disclose no breakdown in the value of the coefficient of
friction, but in 24 of the 28 long-continued tests the average coeffi-
cient was greater than in the constant speed tests run under identical
pressures and speeds-by amounts which vary from 0.7 to 37.4
per cent.
APPENDIX
AUXILIARY TESTS MADE TO CHECK UNIFORMITY OF
TEST SHOES
1. Purpose of Auxiliary Tests, and of This Appendix.-As has
been stated in the body of the report, of the four Diamond S and the
four Special Chilled brake shoes chosen for this work, one of each
kind was assigned to each of the four wheels used, fitted to that
wheel, and constantly used with it for all tests. (See pages 24 and
25). The purpose of this appendix is to justify the procedure of thus
using a particular shoe with a particular wheel; and to explain how
the test shoes were chosen.
It should be borne in mind that, in a research of this scope, a
single shoe of each kind used on all four wheels would have had to
be re-fitted with each shift from wheel to wheel; and it would have
been worn out before the conclusion of the tests. It would have then
been necessary to find a means of choosing another shoe of the same
frictional quality; so that the procedure adopted for these tests merely
anticipated a difficulty which under any other procedure would have
had to be met and solved in some way.
To thus assign a particular shoe to each wheel and, after fitting
it thereto, to continue to use it for all tests with that wheel affords
two advantages: (a), it makes likely a better fit of shoe to wheel;
and (b), it results in less wear in the test shoes and, consequently,
in less likelihood of change in the frictional quality of the shoe as the
tests progress-both of which tend to produce greater uniformity
and concordance among the test results.
The first-the more uniform shoe fit-is an important advantage;
for, as stated in the Introduction, there is reason to suspect that dis-
cordances among the results of previous tests are in large measure
due to shifting test shoes from wheel to wheel without exercising
enough care to maintain on all wheels an equally good fit. This in
any case is a difficult thing to do-with the varying tread contour of
different wheels-and one which, furthermore, entails much grinding
of the shoe and consequent shortening of its life. The importance of
uniformity of shoe fit as a means of securing harmony among test
results can hardly be exaggerated, especially in view of the fact that
even the most perfect fit is in constant danger of being impaired by
the warping of the shoe as it heats up.
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The second advantage cited above-less shoe wear during the
progress of the research-also tends toward greater uniformity in
the coefficient of friction of the shoe and greater agreement among
test results. As the shoe wears away, the unchilled body material
may change in frictional quality due to inherent differences in hard-
ness between the metal on the original face and that in the interior
of the shoe. A slight variation in this respect is disclosed by a com-
parison of columns 4 and 7 of Table 1. Shoe wear is likely to produce
even greater variation in the frictional quality of the chilled metal at
the ends of the shoe, for the hardening effect of the chilling block
diminishes from the surface inward-as is well illustrated by a com-
parison of the hardness values in columns 3 and 6 of Table 1. Fur-
thermore, the heat generated in tests under heavy pressures and high
speeds is sufficient to have some annealing effect on both the chilled
and unchilled material. One additional effect of shoe wear on the
average coefficient of the shoe arises from a decrease in the surface
area* of the chilled ends of the shoes as the shoe wears away.
All these considerations seemed at the outset to justify the use of
four shoes of a kind, instead of one only, and the assignment of each
of these shoes to a particular wheel; and the uniformity of the test
results seems now to indicate that this procedure was well warranted.
If, however, among the results obtained under this procedure, com-
parisons are to be drawn between those involving different wheels
and different shoes, or if general average values of coefficient of fric-
tion involving various shoes are to be compared, we must be assured
that all of the four test shoes of each kind were substantially alike in
their frictional quality. The precautions taken to ensure this equiv-
alence among the test shoes are explained in the following section.
2. Choice of Test Shoes, and Their Equivalence in Frictional Qual-
ity.-As stated in Chapter III, precautions were taken in casting the
test shoes in order to increase the likelihood of their being equal in
frictional quality. In order, however, to determine whether substan-
tial equality in this respect had actually been attained, they were
subjected to preliminary "check tests" before beginning the main
experiments. For this purpose six Diamond S shoes and six Special
Chilled shoes were subjected to stop tests on new chilled wheel A.
The shoes thus tested were Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, and Nos. 25, 26, 28,
30, 31, 32, respectively. The preliminary stop tests made with these
twelve shoes were conducted in the same manner as the main stop
*The cross-section of the chilled volume, in the plane of the wheel, is roughly triangular; and
the chilled area in contact with the wheel is the base of this triangle multiplied by the shoe width.
As the shoe wears, the base of the triangle-and consequently the chilled contact area-diminishes.
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TABLE 25
RESULTS OF STOP TESTS MADE TO CHECK EQUIVALENCE OF TEST SHOES
Brake
Shoe
Pressure
lb.
1
2250
Average
3750
Speed
m.p.h.
2
30
F Shoes U
60
Diamond S Shoes
Brake
Shoe
No.
3
2
3
6
7
No. of
Stops
4
5
3
3
3
ed ............
1 5
5 5
2 5
3 3
6 5
7 3
Average of Shoes Used ..........
1 5
5 3
Average
Revolu-
tions per
Stop
5
75.3
79.5
78.2
77.9
77.7
78.3
70.8
261.8
270.1
268.7
263.5
266.0
276.4
265.2
Average
Coeffi-
cient of
Friction
per cent
6
25.3
24.8
24.8
24.9
25.0
24.7
26.4
17.2
17.3
16.6
17.3
17.1
16.4
17.3
Deviation
of Coeffi-
cient for
Each Shoe
from Av-
erage for
All 4
Test
Shoes
per cent
7
+1.2
-0.8
-0.8
-0.4
+0.6
+1.2
-2.9
+1.2
Special Chilled Shoes
Brake
Shoe
No.
8
26
28
30
31
Av.ofSh
25
32
26
28
30
31
No. of
Stops
9
5
3
3
3
esUsed
5
5
3
4
3
3
Av.ofnoes used
25 5
32 5
Average
Revolu-
tions per
Stop
10
76.1
76.6
75.9
77.6
76.6
73.3
71.8
306.6
296.5
303.3
306.8
303.3
300.6
291.8
Average
Coeffi-
cient of
Friction
per cent
11
23.9
24.2
24.5
24.6
24.3
25.7
26.0
15.0
15.5
14.9
15.2
15.2
15.1
15.6
tests, described in Section 12 of Chapter IV. Two combinations of
shoe pressure and speed were used, namely, 2250 lb. and 30 m.p.h.,
and 3750 lb. and 60 m.p.h. From 3 to 5 stops were made with each
shoe under each of these combinations. The results of these check
tests are set forth in Table 25, which shows in columns 6 and 11 the
average coefficient of friction developed by each of the twelve shoes.
On the basis of these coefficient values-taking into account the
relative standing of the shoes under both sets of test conditions-the
four shoes of each kind most nearly alike in coefficient of friction were
chosen for the main tests. Those so chosen were Diamond S shoes
Nos. 2, 3, 6, and 7, and Special Chilled shoes Nos. 26, 28, 30, and 31.
Shoes Nos. 1, 5, 25, and 32 were rejected. In the further considera-
tion of Table 25 attention will be confined to the eight chosen test
shoes here cited.
In columns 6 and 11 of the table, in addition to the coefficient for
each shoe, there appear averages of the coefficients for the four chosen
shoes of each kind under each set of test conditions, these averages
being designated as "Average of Shoes Used." The coefficients of
each shoe have been compared with these averages and their percent-
age deviation therefrom is set down for each shoe in columns 7 and 12.
These deviations are accepted as measures of the differences in fric-
Deviation
of Coeffi-
cient for
Each Shoe
from Av-
erage for
All 4
Test
Shoes
per cent
12
-1.6
-0.4
+0.8
+1.2
-1.3
+2.0
-2.0
0.0
Diamond S hoes
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tional quality among the various shoes. For convenience in compar-
ing them they are repeated in the following tabulation, which presents
in addition, in the last column, the deviations of the general average
coefficient for each shoe (derived by averaging its coefficients for both
sets of test conditions) from the general average for all four shoes
similarly derived.
DEVIATION OF THE COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION OF EACH TEST SHOE FROM THE AV-
ERAGE OF THE COEFFICIENTS FOR ALL FOUR SHOES, EXPRESSED
AS A PERCENTAGE OF THIS AVERAGE
Under Tests at Under Tests at From Tests*
2250 lb. 3750 lb. Under Both Com-
and and binations of
30 m.p.h. 60 m.p.h. Pressure and Speed
Diamond S Shoe No. 2.............. +1.2 +0.6 +1.1
Diamond S Shoe No. 3.............. -0.8 +1.2 +0.1
Diamond S Shoe No. 6.............. -0.8 -2.9 -1.5
Diamond S Shoe No. 7.............. -0.4 +1.2 +0.3
Special Chilled Shoe No. 26 ......... -1.6 -1.3 -1.4
Special Chilled Shoe No. 28 ......... -0.4 +2.0 +0.6
Special Chilled Shoe No. 30 ......... +0.8 -2.0 -0.1
Special Chilled Shoe No. 31......... +1.2 None +0.9
*These percentages, although derived from the coefficient values of Table 25, are not given in
that table.
Considering the first and second columns of this tabulation, the range
in deviation among like shoes is seen to be from 2.0 per cent above
the average to 2.9 per cent below it. Probably a better indication of
the correspondence among the shoes is presented by the deviation
percentages in the third column; for there we have measures of their
similarity when tested under both sets of test conditions instead of one
only. This column shows the variation to have ranged from 1.1 per
cent above the average to 1.5 per cent below it.
These variations among the shoes are smaller than was antici-
pated and they show that the precautions taken in their manufacture
produced shoes of substantially equal frictional quality. Small as
are these variations among the coefficients of friction of the various
shoes, it is, for our present purpose, of equal or even greater signifi-
cance that these variations are smaller than those which occur among
the results of tests made with the same shoe under identical test
conditions-not only in the check stop tests here under discussion,
but in the main stop tests as well. For example, for Diamond S shoe
No. 6, which in columns 1 and 2 of the foregoing table shows the
maximum deviation (2.9 per cent), the coefficient used in the tabula-
tion in deriving this percentage is the average of five stops made at
3750 lb. pressure and an initial speed of 60 m.p.h. Among these five
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stops-made under identical conditions and one directly after the
other-the coefficient* for the stop producing the highest coefficient
was 3.6 per cent greater than the average for all five stops, and for
the stop producing the lowest value the coefficient was 3.0 per cent
less than this average. Under these conditions, therefore, the varia-
tions of the coefficient for shoe No. 6 from the coefficients for other
Diamond S shoes are less than the variations among successive deter-
minations made with this shoe itself. If we draw for Special Chilled
shoe No. 31 a similar comparison when tested at 2250 lb. and 30
m.p.h., we find, from the first column of the tabulation, that it differs
from the average for all four shoes of this kind by 1.2 per cent;
whereas among the three individual stops upon which its coefficient
is based the variations range from plus 2.4 to minus 2.8 per cent-or
about twice as much as the variation of shoe No. 31 from its mates.
Similar comparisons for all the other test shoes show that the differ-
ences among successive coefficient determinations made with the
same shoe under identical conditions are generally greater than the
differences among the average coefficients for the various shoes of
like kind.
One further fact of interest in this connection is disclosed by
comparisons of the coefficients shown in Table 25 or of the deviations
shown in the tabular summary derived from that table. This is that
the relative standing of the four shoes of like kind changes as we pass
from one set of test conditions to the other. If we rank the shoes in
the order of magnitude of their coefficients of friction, among Dia-
mond S shoes No. 2 is first when tested at 2250 lb. and 30 m.p.h.,
second at 3750 lb. and 60 m.p.h., and first again if we consider average
coefficients under both sets of conditions. Similarly rated, Special
Chilled shoe No. 26 is fourth, then third, and finally fourth again in
rank; and No. 30 is second, then fourth, then third. Here too the
variations in coefficient which arise from changes in test conditions
overtop the slight differences in frictional quality which exist among
the shoes.
All these facts make it obvious that among successive determina-
tions of coefficient of friction, made with any one of the shoes under
identical conditions and using the same precautions, we may expect
to find differences greater than the differences in coefficient among
the four test shoes of each kind as disclosed by these preliminary
check tests. Obviously the differences between the coefficients of
the chosen test shoes are less than the differences arising from varia-
*The coefficients for individual stops are not given in this report; but they are, of course, available
among the original data for these check tests.
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TABLE 26
RESULTS OF CONSTANT SPEED TESTS MADE TO CHECK EQUIVALENCE OF TEST SHOES
Brake
Shoe
Pressure
lb.
100
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
Speed
m.p.h.
2
20
20
30
30
40
40
Av. of 3 Speeds
2500 20 30501
2500 20 3056
2500 30 3051
2500 30 3057
Av. of 2 Speeds
Diamond S Shoes Special Chilled Shoes
Test
No.
3
3044
3053
3045
3054
3046
3055
tions which, in spite of all precautions, continue to inhere in the
testing process, and which probably are caused by changes in contact
area between shoe and wheel due to the warping of the shoe by the
heat generated by friction, and also by momentary changes in the
character of the contact surfaces as the metal wears away. In other
words, the slight 'variation among the coefficients of friction of the
test shoes is well within the limits of uncertainty inhering in all the
test results.
If this view be accepted we are warranted in regarding the test
shoes as alike in frictional quality. In the discussion of the test
results in the body of the bulletin they have been so regarded; and in
comparing tests made with various shoes of like kind, no attempt has
been made to correct for the slight variations which have here been
under discussion.
3. Supplementary Check Tests.-While the preliminary check tests
discussed in the preceding section gave satisfactory evidence of the
original equivalence of the frictional properties of the test shoes, the
Test
No.
7
3021
3037
3019
3036
3020
3035
Av. of
3 Speeds
Brake
Shoe
No.
4
6
2
6
2
6
2
6
2
6
2
6
2
6
2
Brake
Shoe
No.
8
30
26
30
26
30
26
30
26
Average
Coefficient
of Friction
per cent
5
21.53
22.81
19.73
20.40
18.39
18.89
19.88
20.70
19.62
19.34
17.32
17.98
18.47
18.66
Deviation of
Coefficient
for Each
Shoe from
Mean Coeffi-
cient for
Pair
per cent
6
±2.89
+1.65
±1.34
±2.02
±0.72
±1.87
+0.48
Deviation of
Coefficient
for Each
Shoe from
Mean Coeffi-
cient for
Pair
per cent
10
±1.06
±0.76
±0.65
+0.46
Average
Coefficient
of Friction
per cent
9
22.43
22.91
18.23
18.51
17.15
16.93
19.27
19.45
I
THE FRICTION OF RAILWAY BRAKE SHOES
question of their equality again presented itself as the tests pro-
gressed. Four of the shoes were therefore subjected to tests on one
wheel when the research was about half finished, in order to find out
whether the original equality among the shoes had persisted.
Two shoes of each kind were chosen for this purpose-Diamond S
shoes Nos. 2 and 6, and Special Chilled shoes Nos. 26 and 30. These
are the shoes which, during the main tests, were being used with the
two new wheels. Instead of again subjecting them to stop tests, they
were this time subjected to constant-speed tests at 1500 pounds pres-
sure, and speeds of 20, 30, and 40 miles per hour; and the two Dia-
mond S shoes were, in addition, tested at 2500 pounds pressure and
at 20 and 30 miles per hour. These constant speed tests were all
made, in the usual manner, on new steel wheel E. The coefficients of
friction thus determined-each of which is the average of the coeffi-
cients from ten applications of the shoe-are presented in Table 26,
in columns 5 and 9. In columns 6 and 10 is given, for each of the
various combinations of pressure and speed, the percentage deviation
of the coefficient of each shoe from the average coefficient of the pair
of shoes to which it belongs.
Since these supplementary check tests were made at constant
speed, whereas the preliminary check tests were stop tests, direct
comparisons between the coefficients given in Tables 25 and 26 may
not be made; but the relative standing of the two pairs of shoes in
both sets of tests may properly be compared. For this purpose the
deviation percentages shown in columns 6 and 10 of Table 26 may be
compared with those shown in columns 7 and 12 of Table 25. They
vary in these supplementary check tests from 0.65 per cent to 2.89
per cent; whereas under the preliminary check tests (Table 25) the
deviations among all eight shoes varied from plus 2.0 to minus 2.9.
The variation among four of the shoes halfway through the research
is obviously of about the same order as it was originally among all
eight shoes.
A more satisfactory comparison may be made, however, by limit-
ing consideration, in Table 25, to the same four shoes as were tested
in the supplementary check tests. This comparison may be made by
reference to the following tabulation in which are assembled the devi-
ation percentages for shoes 2 and 6 and shoes 26 and 30 for both the
preliminary and the supplementary check tests; the former being
calculated from the coefficient values in Table 25, and the latter
being taken from columns 6 and 10 of Table 26.
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DEVIATIONS OF THE COEFFICIENTS OF FRICTION OF DIAMOND S SHOES NOs. 2 AND 6,
AND SPECIAL CHILLED SHOES Nos. 26 AND 30, AS DETERMINED BY BOTH THE
PRELIMINARY AND SUPPLEMENTARY CHECK TESTS, EXPRESSED FOR
EACH SHOE AS A PERCENTAGE OF THE DEVIATION OF ITS
COEFFICIENT FROM THE AVERAGE FOR THE PAIR
From Preliminary From Supplementary
Stop Tests Constant Speed Tests
2250 lb. 3750 lb. Both 1500 lb. 1500 lb. 1500 lb. All Three
and and Condi- and and and Condi-
30 m.p.h. 60 m.p.h. tions 20 m.p.h. 30 m.p.h. 40 m.p.h. tions
Shoes Nos. 2 and
6.......... 1.00 1.78 1.33 2.89 1.65 1.34 2.02
Shoes Nos. 26 and
30......... 1.24 0.33 0.64 1.06 0.76 0.65 0.46
If in this tabular summary we compare, for each pair of shoes, the
values in the first three columns with those in the last four columns,
it is obvious that no change of consequence has taken place in the
relationship of either shoes 2 and 6 or of shoes 26 and 30; the shoes
of each pair, midway in the investigation, were substantially as nearly
alike as they had been originally.
When we compare the coefficients* for the ten individual applica-
tions which were averaged to determine the coefficient for each shoe
presented in Table 26, we find (as we did in considering the individual
stops leading to the coefficients in Table 25) that the variation among
these applications is frequently greater than the deviation between
the shoes of each pair in these supplementary tests; which leads to
the same conclusion as that expressed in the preceding section.
All these considerations warrant the conclusion that shoes Nos. 2
and 6 and also Nos. 26 and 30, which had been equal in frictional
quality at the beginning of the tests, had remained equal up to this
point in the work, and probably so thereafter; and it seems also fair
to assume that the four other shoes not included in the supple-
mentary tests (Nos. 3, 7, 28, and 31) had likewise maintained their
original equality.
There is therefore in the results of these supplementary check
tests nothing to cause us to modify either the general conclusion or
the analysis procedure stated in the last paragraph of Section 2 of
this appendix.
*These coefficient values are not given in the bulletin.
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